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I:. JUSTIFICATION 
Good speech for all is a major goal of all language 
teaching in the elementary school. The child is"guided 
to develop his speech so that it is increasingly effective 
and acceptable and to speak with poise and self-confidence 
to meet the demands of society. And so in the program of 
speech improvement and speech correction, the teacher must 
provide the needed drill to strengthen correct production 
of the sounds after initial presentation in isolation, in 
words and in sentences. Any material chosen for drill then, 
must be within the realm or experience of the particular 
child or group of children. Likewise, the material must 
be interesting enough to be used again and again. 
On reviewing available books in the field, the writer 
noted that none of the authorities has; attempted to make 
a good analysis of poems for strengthening drill in any 
given sov~d or voice problem. Two authors of aids in 
speech improvement and speech correction have listed a few 
poems along with their other material, but it is a limited 
1/ 
collection.- Almost every book read suggests the use of 
rhymes and other types of poetry, hovrever. West, Kennedy, 
Jj' Clara B. Stoddard, Sounds li'or Little Folks, Magnolia, 
Mass.: The Expression Co., 1940 
U. Lucille P. Schoolfield, Better Speech and Better Reading, ·· 
Magnolia, Mass.: The Expression Cm., 1937 
..; 1-
2 
Carr's book, The Rehabilitation of Speech, suggests that 
since small children enjoy jingles, nursery rhymes and 
poems, this type of literature may serve as a practical 
application of the newly acquired skill that must become 
3/ fixed. In like mam1er, Ainsworth suggests that the child 
be encouraged to collect poems, jokes, etc. for practice 
and placement in a scrapbook as types of drill material. 
Other authors have written their own jingles and verse for 
use, but the literary value is doubted, although they are 
useful for teaching the accurate production of a specific 
sound. 
The writer searched .for quite some time for a poem of 
literary value to strengthen the production of the 11 p u 
sound. Several books were read through before a suitable 
poem .for the age,~ group was found. It became apparent that 
here was an opportunity .for a project which might be of 
value to others faced with a similar problem. And so be-
gan the plan .for this study. 
Despite the fact that hone o.f this material has been 
methodically used in a teaching situation, it would seem 
that the material could be o.f use in both a classroom 
situation and a clinical one. 
g( Robert West, Lou Kennedy and Anna Carr, The Rehabilita-
tion of Speech, New York:Harper Bros., 1937 Rev., p. 304 
3./ Stanley Ainsvmrth, aseech Correction Methods; New <i!drk:' 
Prentice-Hall Inc., 19 , p. 79 
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II. REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
The~, writer consul ted many speech books in the initial 
stages of evolving this project. For the young child, Moth-
er Goose and the Nursery Rhymes together with the poems by 
such authors of children's poems as Stevenson, Milne, De La 
Mare, Tippett, Rossetti, and Aldis were stressed. 
The writer has examined many volumes of journals in 
speech and the related fields for studies of this nature, 
but none were found. As previously stated, Schoolfield's 
Better Speech and Better Reading and Stoddard's Sounds For 
;v 
Little Folks were the only ones which make any attempt to 
analyze poems for sounds for use in speech improvement and 
speech correction. The former book contains an analysis 
of twenty-three consonant sounds; the latter contains a 
similar analysis of consonant and vowel sounds. 
The authorities in the field have written into their 
works many jingles, but have made no attempt to analyze 
them. As an example, one of the latest books in the field, 
' ?:1 
Louise Scott and J. J. Thompson's Talking Time, givesr:many 
examples of poems and jingles stressing a given sound. 
1/ lo c. cit • , p ~ 2 
/ 
2/ Louise Scott and J.J~ Thompson, Talking Time, Pasadena, 
Calif. : vlebster Publishing Co., 19 51 
===================,====~ -- -=c_·---~-----------
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1 Following is an exampl_e of one from their book in which 
the authors suggest emphasizing the 1 str blend. 
Stop For Me 
Streetcar, streetcar, 
Red as can he , 
Streetcar, streetcar, 
Stop for me. 
Engine, engine, 
Black as can be, 
Engine, engine, 
Stop for me. 
Bicycle, bicycle, 
Silver as can be, 
Bicycle, bicycle, 
Stop for me. 
Pony, pony, 
Brown as can be, 
Pony, pony, 
Stop for me. 3/ 
The authors also suggest the traditional jingle with 
which ch~ldren everywhere are familiar for emphasizing the 
1 s r sound ..:. 11 · Eency ~feeney Spider 11 
3Z ibidem, p. 53 
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III. PROCEDURE 
A. Review of anthologies of childrenrs poetry: 
A number of anthologies of childrents poetry was re-
viewed before attempting to set up a representative group 
of poems for analysis. 
Of the group reviewed,. Elizabeth Houch Sechrist, A 
1.1 
Thousand Poems for Children, Adshead & Duff, An Inheritance g; . 
of Poetry, and Alice Hubbard and Adeline Babbitt, The Gold-
3/ 
en Flute, An Anthology of Poetry for Young Children seemed 
the most complete. 
The guides chosen were May Hill Arbuthnot, Children's y 
Books, Anne Thaxter Eaton, Treasure for the Taking, A 
21 
Booklist for Boys and Girls, American Library Association, 
. 21 
A Basic Collection for the Elemantary Grades, and the 7/ . 
Children's Catalog~ 
l/ Elizabeth Bouch Sechrist, A Thousand Poems for Children, 
Philadelphia: Macrae-Smith Co., 1946 
g( Gladys Adshead & Annis Duff, An Inheritance of Poetry, 
New York: Houghton Co., 1948 
3/ Alice Hubbard & Adeline Babbitt, The Golden Flute, An 
Anthology of Poetry for Young Children, Ne1tv York:. The John 
Day Co., 1932 
~May Hill Arbutm~ot, Children's Books, New York:: Scott, 
Foresman & Co., 1947 -
2/ Anne Thaxter Eaton, Treasure for·the Taking, A booklist 
for Boys and Girls, New York: Viking Press, 1946 
6/ American Library Association, A Basic Collection for. 
Elementary Grades, New York:: ALA, 1951 
t . 7J Children's Catalog, Seventh Edition, Revised, 1946 
- 5-
B •. Criteria for the selection of children t s poems:· 
The first criterion in the selection of the poems was 
that the poet be recommended by at least two of the guides. 
The second was the age criterion. The indexes vary as to 
this criterion, but all agree that some grading is necessary 
to indicate the relative difficulty of the particular poem. 
As Eaton says:· n When age levels for books are indicated, 
it must always be remembered that children of the same age 
differ materially in tastes, interests, and reading ability, 
and any grading of books according to age can only be ten~· 
tative. A child's range is more often than not exceedingly 
wide and every child must be considered as an individual 
8/ 
case. 11- So it is with poems. 
The criteria of literary value and suitability for in-
terests in the elementary grades being satisfied, the next 
was suitability for.speech work. Here the judgment was 
subjective and the writer made no attempt to prove it by 
statistical measures. Those poems finally chosen were those 
which had the particular sound occurring a reasonable number 
of times depending upon the length of the poem. 
§!. ibid em, p. 5 
6 
Another criterion was that the poem be well enough 
written to bear repetition. The writer did not dwell too 
long on this criterion, for the first criterion took care 
of this matter satisfactorily. The last criterion was that 
the poems should be within the realm or experience of the 
American_ boy and girl. In passing, it should be noted that 
the writer has included poems by those not mentioned in the 
indexes, but which had a particular appeal to this writer. 
C •. Method of arranging data:: 
Chapter IV gives the poems analyzed according to the 
poet 1 s surname according to his knovr.n interest type. Chap-
ter V lists the poems under the specific area of speech work 
in which it is best suited with an explanation for its se-
lection. Chapter VI gives a sampling of the poems analyzed 
in this study grouped according to West, Kennedy, Ca:rr 1 s 
21 -
analysis of the order in which they are learned. 
2/ loc. cit., p. 58 
... ~(:_::·_ 
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IV., POEMS SUITAB:LE FOJR.:~PEEGH W0.tt~·· ~"~~~~}~;,:" ·~ ,. 
ABR4NGED ACG.dRDIN.G, TO·. !UTHOR.'S· ·.~.:~;~k\f\ 
SURN.AME ·4-ND · INTEREST . TYPE 
)· 
:"'· ,,.;~~:~i~i 
.A~:'~' 
~<::;_~-}~ 
··r .. 
"c:..·, 
.. · 
'· 
• 
CODE: 
IV. PO~ffi SUITABLE FOR SPEECH WORI< ARRANGED 
ACCORDING TO AUTHOR 1 S SUBNA."ME AND INTEREST TYPE 
Adshead & Duff - AD 
Hubbard & Babbitt - HE 
E.H.Sechrist - EH 
Ass'n for Childhood Education- AC 
Little Golden Book of Poetry - LF 
A.A.lvfilne, No\v tlfe Are Six - MNS 
A.A. :Milne, 1:Jhen \ve \.lfere Very Young - M:WY 
Nonsense - A 
Humor - B 
Manners & Morals - C 
\vorld of Play - D . 
Modern Rhyme & Reason - E 
Songs - F 
Fairyland - G 
Nature - H 
Others - I 
M.H.Arbuthnot - MA 
A. T .Eaton - AE , 
.American Library Association -·AA 
Children's Catalog - CC 
A •.. Poets of Nonsense: 
Carroll,Lewis, Crab and the Oyster, LP', 2-5, (OI) 
Mathilda Jane, LP, 2-5,(dz) 
Fanshawe,Catherine Maria, A Riddle, EH, MA & cc, 5-9,Ch 
Lear,Edward, The ~1 and the Pusstcat, EH,~~ & AA, 9~~+ 
(p), (ll", (t), (d}, (ng},i)., (rl, (s}, (ju), (ou) 
There was an old man, HB, AA & cc, 6-9, (1} 
There was a young lady, HB<. AA &·CC, 6-9, 
(nJ. 
lvlt)ther Goose (Nursery Bh~es), A Farmer \rJent Trotting, 
HB, MA & CC, 5-7, (p), (voice) 
An old rat's tale, HB, MA & cc, 5-7, (ae) 
-·8-
I Had a Little Hobby Horse, HB, MA & cc, 
4-7, (m} 
I Had a Little Pony, EB~ MA & cc, 4-7, (m) 
(p 
I Saw a Ship A-Sailing, 
Little Robin Redbreast, 
HB MA & CC, 
Ck}, Cw, \AJh) 
~~'It!-~ f: CC, 
A Clock, EH, cc, 6-8, (f) 
6-9, 
6-8, 
All Around the Mulberry Bush, EH, cc, lt-7, 
(sh} 
. Bat, Bat, EH, MA & CC, 5-7, (b} 
Birthdays, EH, MA. &:: cc, 5-7, (ch), (f) 
Bobby Shaftoe, EH, r4A & CC, 6-8, (f), (b) 
Catkin, EH, cc, 6-9, (sh), (u) 
Come,Let 1 s to Bed, EH, cc, 6-7, (p). 
Dance Little Baby, EH, }~ &:CC, 3-6, (b) 
For Want of a, EH, MA &.cc, 5-7, (f), (u). 
Gay Go Up, EH, MA & CC, 4-6, (b) 
Hot Cross Buns; EH, . MA & CC, 4-6, (b} 
I Love Sixpence, EH, CC, 4-7, (p) 
Jack and Jill, EH MA & cc, 5-7, (dz) (f), (p}. ' , .. 
Jack Horner, EH, MA & cc, 5-7, (dz) 
Jennv Wren, EH, MA & cc, 4-7, (dz), 
Johnny Shall Have a New Bonnet, EH, MA & 
cc, 4-7, (dz) 
Little Bo-Peep, EH, l!J.A & cc, 4-7, (sh) 
Little Boy Blue, EH, MA & cc, 4-7, (sh), 
(OI) 
9 
f 
Oh Dear, tfuat Can the Matter Be?, EH, MA& cc, 
6-8, (b) 
Old Chairs to Jviend, EH, 111A & CC, 5-9, (ch) 
Old Mother Hubbard, EH, MA & cc, lt-7' (sh) 
' -
Peter,Peter, EH, MA &:CC, lt-7, (p) 
Poor Cock Robin, EH, cc, 6-8, (h), (u) 
Pussy~cat Mole, (:5: MA & cc, 5-8, (p-), (m}, (k), 
Robin Hood, EH, MA & cc, 6-9, (b} 
Robin and Richard, EH, MA & cc, 6-9, (b) 
Rock a-b;ve Baby, EH, M.A. & cc, 3-5, (b} 
Six Little Mice, EH, lVIA & CC, lt-7, (p) 
The House That Jack Built, EH, MA & cc, 4--6,(dz) 
There Was a Little Girl, EH, ~~ & cc, 5-7, (sh) 
There Were Two Little Blackbirds, EH, N~ & cc, 
lt-7, (dz) 
They That Wash, EH, cc, 6-8, Csh) 
~Vhat Are Little Boys Made of?, EH~ }~ & AE 5-7, 
(DI; ' 
Richards,Laura E., A Sleigh Ride, HB, MA & cc, 8-lO,(m) 
B. Poets of Humor: 
Co~~er,William, The Snail, HB, MA & cc, 8-10, (zh),(l) 
(f), CmY 
Farjeon,Eleanor, Sun and Wind, EH, 1~ & cc, 8-10, (ou) 
The Night Will Never Stay, AD, AE & AA, 7-9, (n) 
When Hannibal Crossed the AlPs, }L~, CC & MA, 9-
ll, (h) 
Field, Eugene, The Duel, HB, lviA & CC, 9-11, Cch), (f} 
The Sugar Plum Tree, EH, MA & cc, 7-10, (j) 
10 
r 
., 
Lindsay,Vachel, An Explanation of the Grasshopner, HB, 
~M & AA, 7-9,(ju),(r 
The Little Turtle, HB, MA & CC, 5-7, (t),(h) 
Weatherly,Frederick Edward, The Catsr Tea Party, EH, CC 
6-8, (p) 
l!Jilkins,Alice, A Little Frog, HB, cc, 6-8, (ae),(A) 
Fun at the Beach, HB, MA & CC, 8-11, Cm), Cp), (b), 
( w· , ttlh) 
Little Brmm Bear, HB, cc, 6-8, Cae) (f\) 
' 
The Dncks, HB, CC, 6-8, (:>) 
Ways of Travelin_g, BB, MA & cc, 8-10, (ju) 
c. Poets of Manners and Morals: 
Greenaway,Kate, A Happy Child, EH, M.A & cc, 6-8, (~I) 
Around the World, EH, MA & CC, 6-8, Cai) 
A Tea Party, EH, t1A & cc' 7-9, (i),(I) 
Little Wind, HB, M.A & cc, 6-8, (1) 
The Cats Have Come to Tea, EH, MA & cc, 6-8,(sh) 
Taylor,Jane, .Qpod Night, EH, cc, 6-8, (b). 
I Like Little Pussy, HB, MA&CC, 6-8, (h),(tt), 
(1) :, Cs):: 
Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star, HB, CC, 8-11, C1)., 
Cn), (qi), Cju), (OJ) 
D. Poets of the Wo1~1d of Play:. 
Aldis,Dorothy, Brooms, HB, AA & cc, 5-7, (n} 
Hot \'leather, HB, Alt & :t>1A, 5-8, (h),Cn} .. 
Ice, I-:IB, AA & MA, 6-8, Ct} 
M; ster Carrot, HB, 1\f.L\. C'·cCC~ 5-7, (m), (h) 
Singing, HB, MA & AA, 6-8, (s),(~) 
1.nJhistles, HB, A.A & :MA, 5-7, (n), (l), C~or, wh), (a I) 
ll 
Alma-Tadema,Lawrence, Sunset, HE, MA & cc, 8-10, (z) 
Barr,Thomas Mattias, Moon So Round and Yellow, EH, MA & 
cc, 8-10, (j) . 
Field,Rachel Lyman, A Fire, HB, MA & cc, 8-10, (m),(d), 
(l) 
At the Theater, HB, MA & CC 1 9-ll, (m), (d), (n), (k), (tJ, (r), (w·,w·h), (s) . 
City Lights, HB, AE & MA, 7-9, (t), (nJ, (l), (s), 
(a I) 
Itd Like to be a Lighthouse, HB, AE & IviA, 7-9, 
(1 ~'(a I) 
Islands, B~, AE & ~~, 7-ll, (d),(w,wh),(l) 
Rain in the City, HB, AE & AA, 7-11, (It), (ai) 
Skyscrapers, HB, AA & !>fA, 8-10, (d),(~), (ei) 
Taxis, HB, AE & :M"..A, 7-9, (t), (n), (s} 
The Animal Store, HB, AE & cc, 7-ll, (f) 
The Hills, HB, AE & AA, 8-11, (f),(l),(s) 
The Old U'oach Road, HB, AA & CC, 8-ll, (r) , ( -vr, wh 
(d) ' <1) ' ( s ) . 
Vegetables, HB, AA & CC, 8-ll, (d), (l), (k), (z) 
When -We \~Tent Gathering Cattai~s, HB, AE & AA, 7--
9 , (n) , ( s ) , ( w, wh) 
Whistles, HB, ft..A & MA,. 8-lo, (n),(~) 
Morley,Christopher, Animal Crackers, HB, Iva & cc, 8-ll, 
(m ) , ("tAT, wh) , ( k) , ( n) , ( s ) , ( z ) 
·Dandy Dandelion, HB, MA & cc, 8-10, (n), (d), (l), 
(s), (zJ 
Smells_, HB, MA & CC, 8:-11, (1), (n) 
Bands,\tlilliam Brightly, Chorus, Eri, CC, 7-9, (p) 
The Blue Boy mn London, EH, cc, 6-8, (8) 
The Dream o? a Girl Who Lived at Seven Oaks, EH, 
cc, 7-9, (s} 
The Happy World, EH, CC, 7-10, (b). · 
The Peddler 1 s Caravan, HB, MA & cc, 7-9, (b) 
The Wonderful World, EH, cc, 8-11, (d),Cw,wh) 
Richards,Laura, Old Ducky Quackerel, AD, AA & cc, 8-~0, 
(d) 
Robertsi~izabeth Madox, Firefly, HB, 1-1A & CC, f/-9..,,, (t) 
c } 
TheL· Circus, HB, Vl.A & cc, 8-10, (mJ, (g), (k), (s). 
The Sky, HB, MA & CC, B-10, (m), (t), (d), (n), (ai) 
The Woodpecker, HB, ~~ & cc, 8-lO, (d),(n),(l), 
(au}, (ou) 
The Worm, HB, MA & cc, 9-ll, (mJ,(tJ,(h),(w,wh), 
(d),~ai),(i) 
vJater Noises, HB, AA & I'-11\., 8-ll, (k)., (d), (l), ( s), 
(a I). 
Stevenson,Robert Lewis, A Good Play, HB, AE & cc, 7-9, 
(b) ' (l) ' ( s) 
At the Seaside, HE, MA & cc, 5-7, (d),(m),(k),(s) 
Autumn !!'ires, HB, AE & 1v1A, 5-9, (s), (r) 
Bed in Summer, HB, AE & MA, 7-9, (l),(tJ,(d),(p), 
(s) 
EscaPe at Bedtime., EH, AE & MA, 7-9, (lJ 
Fairy B-read, EH, AE 8C I".!A, 5-9, (h) 
Farewell to the Farm, EH, MA & cc, 8-10, (b),(g) 
Foreign Children, HB, 1'-11\. & cc, 7-9, (m), (n), (t), 
(l), Cs) 
Foreign Lands, HB, AE & MA, 7-9, (d),(lJ,CrJ,(s) 
From a Railway Carriage, HB, 1'<1A. & CC, (m), (l}, 
( r ) , ( s ), , ( z ) 
l3 
~ooking Forward, EH, AE & NEA, 5-7, Cor) 
ltr ):Bed is a Boat , HB , Jvf..A & C C , 6-8 , (m) , ( t ) , ( d) , 
My Shadow, HB, MA & CC, 8-10, (m),(n},(k),(h),(l), 
(s),(sh} 
Pirate Story, HB, AE & MA, 8-10, (b), (w,~oJh), (~). 
Rain, B.-:8, AE & MA, 5-9, Cn), (r) 
Singing, HB, ¥1..A & cc, 6-9, (n), (r), (ng), (s): 
'Phe Cow, HB, AE & Jvf..A, 5-9, Cw,-wh), (I), (r), (s} 
The Hayloft, HB, MA & cc, 5-9, (m), (r), (~ 
The Lamplighter, EH, AE & AA, 9-ll, (p), (l) 
The Land of Counterpane, EH, AE & n, 7-9, (p}, 
(l), (I} 
The Land of_Story-Books, EH, AE & AA, 7-9, (1), (I) 
The Sun's Travels, HB, AA & MA, 7-9, Cm),(t),(r) 
-. 
'Phe Swing, HB, MA&cc, 6-9, (n),(d),(r),(s),voice 
The Whole Duty of Children, EH, AE & AA, 5-9, (z) 
The Wind, HB, MA & CC, 6-9, (l),(r),(ng),(j),(s), 
(>) 
Winter, AD, AE & MA, 7-9, (l) 
\vinter-time, HB, AE & MA, 8-10., (b), (n), (l), (d), 
(r) , (k). 
E. Poets of :t>iodern Rhyme and Reason:: 
Beeching,Henry Charles, Under the Sun, EH, cc, 6-8, (~) 
Tippett,James S., Ferry Boats, HB, AA & MA, 5-8, (v), (r) 
(s)' (~) 
Freight Boats, HB, MA & cc, 8-10, (b),(n), (k),(l) 
lYiy Taxicab, HB, }1A & cc, 6-8, (p), (d)i,.(n) 
The First Zep"{e~in, HB, MA & cc, 8-10, (t),(ng), 
(s),(ou),(I), e:L) 
The GreenBus, HB, N..A&cc, 5-7, (t),.(d),(ei),(a 
The River Bridge, HB, MA & cc, 5-8, (r), (s) 
Trains, HB, MA & cc, 5-8, (k),(s) 
Trucks, HB, MA & cc, 5-8, (1), (k); (s) 
Tugs, HB, MA & cc, 6-9, (l),(g) 
Underground Rumbling, HB, MA & cc, 8-10, (r),(n), (i) 
Wynne,Annette, Cars Go Fast, HB, MA & cc, 6-8, (k), (t), 
(r), (i), c~) . 
Chairs, HB, MA & cc, 8-10, (n) 
Indian Children, HB, MA & cc, 8-10, Cw,\-rh),(ei), 
(i) 
Song of the Snowflakes, HB, M.A & cc, 8-11, (w,vrh) 
( 1 ) , ( v ) , ( i ) ., (a I ) 
The Airplane, HB, MA & cc, 8-10, (1), (k), (s), (ai) 
The Elephant, HB, M..~ & cc, 6-9, (n), (1), (z), (i), (a_,) 
The Pilgrims Came, HB, MA & cc, 8-10, (d),(n),(s) (ei), (i), (I), (G),(:>) 
The Tele~raph, HB, ~~ & cc, 6-8, {r),(w,~m),Cz), (ou), Cae .· 
The Wires are so still and high, HB, MA & cc, 7-9, 
Cn), (w, wh), (ou} 
F •. Singers of Songs: 
Bennett,William Cox, Lullaby,Lullaby, EH, cc, 5-7,(b) 
Blake,William, Infant .Joy, EH, MA & cc, 8-10, (dz),()), 
(~I) 
Sweet Dreams Form a Shade, EH, MA & cc, 9-11, (f) 
The Echoing Green, EH, MA & cc, 8-11, (Q) 
The Lamb, EH, YlA & CC, 8-11, (m) 
~hree Things to Remember, EH, cc, 6-9, (b) 
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Hood,Thomas, Bed-time, EH, cc, 7-9, (p) 
Song, EH, cc, 6-9, (sh). 
Hugo, Victor, Good Night, EH, MA & cc, 6-8, (l), (n), (d), 
(g) 
Macdonald~George, Little White Lily, EH, cc, 8-10, (t), (sh; 
Nesbit,Edith, Child's Song in Snring, EH, MA & cc, 8-10 
<ch} -
Rossetti<Christina, A Mothe~ 1 s Song, EH, MA & cc, 6-8, 
(vJ, (j) -
Boats Sail on the Rivers, EH, AE & MA, 5-9, (s) 
Clouds, EH, AE & ~~, 5-7, (p) 
Coral, HB, MA & CC, 8-11, (d),(k),(m),(i),(I) 
Gro~>ring in the Vale, HB, AA & l~A, 8-11, (1), (d), (I),(ei),(ou),(au) 
Lullaby, EH, AE & CC, 5-7, (b) 
l~lking Time, HB, MA & cc, 5-7, Cm),(n),(z) 
Mix a Pancake, HB, AE & MA, 5-9, (n), (k), (p), (I) 
My Gift, EH, AE & MA, 7-9, (p),(v) 
Needle and Thread, HB, AE & MA, 5-9, (h),(ai),(~) 
Oh Fair to See, EH, AE & AA, 6-9, (f) 
Stitching, EH, MA & cc, 5-7, (ch) 
The Caterpillar, HB, AE & AA, 5-9, (1), (k), (ei) 
The Horses of the Sea, HB, AE & AA, 6-8, (h),(s), 
(z),b·) 
The Postman, HB, AE & AA, 5-9, (n), (.f), (ju} 
The Rainbow, HB, AE & AA, 5-9, (r), (s), (z), (I), 
(ei), (~) 
The Wind, HB, AE & AA, 6-9, (n), (z). 
Wrens and Robins, HB, AE & MA, 5-9, (r).,(I) 
16 
Sandburg,Carl, Evening Waterfall, EH, AA & cc, 6-9, (J&) 
Tennyson, Alfred Lord, What Does Little Birdie Say?, HB 
MA & CC, 5-8, (b) 
G •. Poets of Fairyland:: 
.Allingham, l.Villiam, Robin Redbreast, EE, cc, 6-9, (b). 
The Bird, EH, MA & CC, 6-8, (b), (j) 
The Fairies, HB, MA & cc, 8-10, (k), (f), (d), Cw,wh) 
Wishing, HB, MA & cc, 8-10, Cw,wh),(ng),Csh) 
Bennett,Rowena Bastin, A Modern Dragon, EB, MA & cc, 6-
. 8, (h),(s) 
Boats, HB, MA & cc, 7-9, (t) 
Meeting the Easter Bunny, BB, ~~ & cc, 6-8, (h), 
Ct), Cn), Cb), Cl) 
Motor Cars, EB, MA & cc, 5-8, (1), (~) 
Pussy Willows, HB, MA & cc, 7-9, (n),(t),(d),~) (vl, wh) 
Rubber Boots, HB, M.A & cc, 7-9, (t), (w,i•Th), (1), (b) 
Shell Castles, HB, MA & cc, 7-9, Cw,wh),(l),(r), Cs), (sh) 
The Air:Qiliane ·, EB, 1-1A & cc, 8-10, ( t ) , (n) , ( s ) 
The Zeppelin, HB, MA & CC, 6-8, (h), (1), (z) 
Cary,Alice, To Mother Fairie, EH, cc, 8-10, (E) 
D~ La Mare,Walter, Alas,Alack, HB, AE & MA, 6-8, Cn),Ck) 
Miss T., HB,: MA & CC, 5-7, (m), (s) 
Silver, HB, AE & :t-1A, 8-10, (1), (s) 
.. ~ 
The Cupboard, AD, AE & MA, 5-8, (p) 
Dillin~~)'Eliza~;._th T., A Fairy Song, EH, cc, 8-10, (p) 
Fyleman,Rose, Diff'erences, HB, MA & cc, 9-11, (g),(s) 
t\~ ~' 
Fairies, HB, !VIA & cc, 8-10, (f), (b), (s), (i) 
The Best Games Fairies Play, HB, AE & MA, 8-10, 
Cn), (s), efS} 
The Fountain, HB, AE & MA, 7-10, (p), (t) 
Very Lovely, HB, AE & MA, 9-10, (t),(w,wh),(n), (1) ( s). . 
Herford,Oliver, The Elf and the Dormouse, EH, MA & cc, 
6-8, (f) 
The Moon, HB, MA &.cc, 6-8, (b) 
Hoatson,Florence, Fairy Frilly, EH, cc, 8-10, (f). 
Rentoul,Annie R., F(3)irie Frolic, H:B, .MA & cc, 6-8, (b} 
H. Poets of Nature:: 
Bangs,John Kendrick, The Little Elfman, EH, cc, 5-8, (G 
(a I} 
Brown,Kate Lo:tiise, The Little Plant, EH, cc, 6-8, (p) 
Butts,Mary Frances, Keeping Store, RB, MA & cc, 6-8, (b 
(p):· 
Coolidge~Susan, How the Leaves Came Down, EH, cc, 8-10, 
(pJ. . 
Cooper,George, Bob \mite, EH, cc, 7-9, (b) 
Come Little Leaves, EH, :M'..A & cc, 7-9, (j), 
Frogs at School, HB, MA & cc, 6-8, (1), (n), (g), 
(t),(s) 
What Robin Told, HB, }~ & cc, 8-10, (b),(l), (n), 
(d), (t), (w,-wh), (s), (r), (~ 
Craik,Dinah, Green Things Growing, EH, 11A & cc, 6-10, 
(ng), (G) 
Crane,Walter, The Crocus, EH, cc, 5-7, (,...) 
Davies,Mary Carolyn, A Rabbit, HB, cc, 6-8, (b),(ae) 
Dickinson,Dorothy, Therets a hole, EH, cc, 6-8, (u) 
Dickinson,Emily, The Grass, HB, cc, 6-9, (l),(s) 
DurbinAHarriet W., A Little Dutch Garden, EH, MA & cc, 
ti-ll, (ch), ~ 
Durstan, Georgie R., The Hipoopotamus, ~""B, cc, 6-8, (p) 
The Rabbit, HB, MA & cc, 6-8, (b) 
Farrar,JobJl, Alone, HB, cc, 6-9, (b) 
Bundles, HB, MA & cc, 6-9, (n), (d),(w,wh) 
Summer \lilish, HB, MA & CC, 7-9, (b} 
The Days of the Week, EH, ~ill & cc, 5-7, (p) 
Water LilY, HB, MA & CC, 8-10, (p),(sh) 
Fol1en,E1iza Lee, Oh Look at the Moon, HB, ~ffi & cc, 8-
10, (sh) 
The Farm Yard, EH, MA & cc, 5-9, (ng) 
The Little Kittens, EH, cc, 6-9, (k) 
Gode,Margaret, Nature 1 s Wash Day, HB, cc, 7-9, (sh) 
Hale,Sarah J., Mary's Lamb, EH, MA & cc, 4-8, (m) 
Hawkshawe,Ann, Chorus of Frogs, EH, AA & MA, 6-8, (p), 
(j) 
-
Hemans,Felicia D., Water Lilies, EH, cc, 9-11, (f) 
Holland,Rupert Sargent, Jack-in-the-Pulpit, EH, MA & CC 
9-10, (p}, (ch) 
The Teapot Dragon, EH, cc, 6-9, (p} 
\fuen I Grow Up, EH, cc, 6-9, (p) 
Houghton~ Lord.' Good Night and Good Morning, EH, CC, 6-9 
Cu;, (u} 
Lady Moon, EH, cc, 8-10, (j) 
Howitt,lvlary, ButtercuPs and Daisies, EH, cc, 6-9, (p) 
King,Edith, Pebbles, HB, MA & cc, 6-8, (b),(p) 
The Rabbit, HB, MA & cc, 6-8, (b),(p) 
Keats,John, F~iry Song, EH, CC, 8-11, (E). 
I Had a Dove, EH, AA & cc, 9-ll, (v) 
LeCron,Helen c., Little Charlie Chipmunk, HB, 1L~ & cc, 
6-9, (ch) 
Lowell,Amy, Sea Shell, HB, MA & cc, 8-10, (l), (s), (sh), 
(i) 
Trades, EH, MA & cc, 6-8, (p) 
Lowell,James R., The First Snowfall, HB, MA & cc, 9-10, 
(b), (l), (n), (w, \vh) 
McCoy,C.Lindsay; Honey Bee, HB, MA & cc, 6-8, (b) 
Lady Bug, EH, CC, 6-9, (b) 
Snail, EH, MA & CC, 6-9, (E) 
Setoun,Gabriel, Jack Frost, EH, cc, 8-10, (j) 
Romance, EH, MA & CC, 8-11, ( sh} 
Shacklett,Mildred D., Belonging to Summer, HB, l'.IA & cc, 
8-11, (m). 
Deep in the Woods, RB, cc, 6-8, (bv; 
Mud Cakes, HB, cc, 7-8, (b) 
The Swing 3hip, HB, MA & CC, 7-9, (p) 
Winter Treats, HB, cc, 8-10, (b) 
Southy,Caroline, Lady Bird, HB, cc, 6-9, (b} 
Tapper,Thomas, The Tides, HB, MA & cc, 8-10, (w·,wh) 
Hadsvmrth,Olive A., Over in the Meadow, EH, cc, 6-8, (ou) 
Waldo,Rose, Kite Tales, HB, MA & cc, 8-ll, (w,wh) 
Weatherly,Frederick E .. , My Garden, EH, cc, 7-9, (w,wh) 
Wing,Helen, A Rock-abye Song, EH, cc, 5-7, (b) 
Monday Morning, HB, MA & cc, 6-8, (m) 
Other_ Children, HB, MA & cc, 8-11, (ch) 
Add-enda:· 
Klng,Edith, Acorns, HB, MA & cc, 6-8, (p),(k) 
The Ducks, HB, ~ffi & cc, 6-8, (p) 
I. Other Poets:: 
11Au, My Pony, HB, lviA & cc, 9-ll, (d),(m),(zh),(>} 
Anon., An Oyster, LP, cc, 6-8, (OI) 
Gnasshopper Green, HB, cc, 6-8, (p} 
Fleming,Elizabeth, My Barrow·, HB, cc, 6-8, (b) 
Fowler,Elsie M., If Youtve Never, HB, cc, 6-10, (v),(j) 
Garnett,L.A., Jorridge and Porridge, EH, V~ & cc, 4-7, 
(dz) 
Gale,Norman, Thanks, EH, cc, 6-10, (v). 
Gilder,Richard, A Midsummer Song, EH, cc, 7-9, (p) 
Glaubitz,Grace, ~Talking, HB, cc, 6-8, (E) 
Haugsgen,Mattie Lee, A Lovely Bed, HB, cc, 6-9, (b) 
Hill,}fildred J., ~fuen You Send a Valentine, HB; cc, 6-
8, (A} 
Hogg,James, Charlie is my Darling, EH, MA & cc, 6-8, (sh), (ch) · 
Holmes,Lilian, Piper and Drums, HB, cc, 6-8, (p) 
Jex,Ad(.b~·, Father: s Birthday Cake, lil3, I'M & cc, 6-9, 
Kartack,Elsie, Popcorn Land, HB, M.A. & cc, 7-9, (p} 
Miller,Nellie, Our House, HB, MA & cc, 6-9, (sh) 
Nore,Hannah, A Book, EH, cc, 8-10, (v) 
:Morton, The Balloon Man, HB, cc, 6-8, (b) 
Nunsterberg,14argaret, Thanksgiving, HB, lviA & cc, 8-11, 
(f) 
.. Osborne,E~ith D., The Popcorn M~n, Fffi, MA & CC 1 7-9, (p) 
Payne,Anne B., At Night, HB, cc, 7-9, (b) 
Fairy AeroPlane_s, HB, lv1A & cc, 8-10, (Q.;) 
Robin, HB, MA & CC, 6-8, (b) 
Silver Sheep, HB, MA & cc, 7-9, (sh) 
Ramal,\valter, Bunches of Grapes, EH, AE & AA, 7-9, (p) 
Randall,Laura Lee, Our Circus, HB, MA & cc, 7-9, (b) 
Renvrick,Mattie M., itle 'Phank Thee, EH. ,cc, 7-10, (f') 
Riggs,Lenore, Bathtub Bay, HB, cc, 7-9, (b) 
Scott-Hooper,Queenie, Very Nearly, EH, cc, 8-10, (v) 
Swif't,Jonathan, As nhe World Turns, EH, CC, 9-11, (zh) 
Unknown, A Fairy Voyage, EH, cc, 8-10, (f) 
A Rule for Birds 1 Nesters, liB,cc, 6-8, (b) 
Bingo, EH, cc, 6-8, (b) 
Deeds of Kindness, EH, cc, 6-8, (p) 
Wive Little Chickens, EH, cc, 5-7, (sh),(ch) 
How the Kite Learned to Fly, HB, MA & cc, 8-11, 
(d)' (k) 
I Took my Dolly, HB, MA & CC, 4-7, (m),(d),(k) 
Little Jack Frost, HB, MA & CC, 8-10, (dz) 
Little Spring.~;:_~EH, cc, 7-9, (b), (sh) 
My Dolly Hung, HB, CC & MA, 6-8, (d) 
Nuts, HB, CC, 6-8, (b) 
Pussy Hillows, HB, cc, 7-9, Cu) 
Song of the Chick-ade.e, EH, MA & CC, 9-11, (ch) 
Stars, EH, cc, 6-8, (~) 
fen Little Injtins, EH, CC & MA, 5-8, (dz) 
Thanksgiving Time, EH, CC, 8-11, (f) 
The Child and the Fairies,' EH, cc, 8-10, (f') 
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The Clock, EH, cc, 5-7, (t). 
The Kayak, HB, MA &.cc, 9-11, (w, vrh), (m) 
The Little Tozland of the Dutch, EH, MA & cc, 9-(cht 11, 
The North Wind Doth Blow, EH, cc, 5-8, 
The Secret, HE, cc, 7-9, (b) 
The Zigzag BOY: and Girl, HB, MA &. CC, 
Weather Signs, EH, cc, 6-8, (~) 
We· Thank Thee, EH, cc, 7~10, (f) 
Wilson,Marjorie, The Tide, EH, cc, 7-9, C.sr 
(Q) 
~~10, (z;) 
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V. PO~ffi SUITABLE FOR SPEECH WORK ARRANGED 
ACCORDING TO AREAS OF SPEECH WORK 
THE ( lv1 ) SOUND 
A Fire, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, CC & I~, 8-10, .The 
11m1t occurs in such words as flame, must,- my. 
Animal Crackers, Morle-y,Christopher, HB,- D, CC & }.fA.., 
8-11, The 11ril 11 occurs 15 times .in words like 
animal and~mother. 
A Sleigh Ride, Richards,Laura L., HB, -A, CC & MA, 8-10, 
The 11mtt occurs 12 times in such words as foam, 
merrily and tumble. 
At the Seaside, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, CC & MA, 5-7, The llm 11 occurs· 6 times in such \t.fords as 
empty and ~,came. 
J 
At the Theater, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, CC & MA, 9-
11, The '1mu occurs 17 times in words like come, 
music, and~tre~ble. 
Belonging to Summer·, Shacklett,Mildred D., HB, H, CC & 
MA, 8-11, The 11m11 occurs 6 times in words like 
mallet and tramping. 
Circus,The, Roberts,Elizabeth Maaox, HB, D, CC & MA, 
8-10, The nmll occurs llt times in such words as 
come, mother.and somebody. 
Coral, Rossetti,Christina, HB, F, CC & MA, 8-11, The 
11m" occurs 6 times in such vmrds as me and com 
Foreign Children, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, EH, D, CC & 
MA, 5-9, The um 11 occurs 11 times in such words 
as mine and foam. 
From a Railway Carriage, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, ~' 
D, CC & MA, 5-9, The 11m11 occurs 10 times ln 
such 1<1ords as meadows, tramp and clambers. 
Fun at the Beach, Wilkins,Alice, HB, B, CC & MA, 8-11, 
The llm 11 occurs llt times in such words as make, 
sometimes and come. 
Hayloft,The, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, MA & cc, 
5-9, The ttm11 occurs llt times in such -vmrds as 
mice and b.ome. 
- 2lt -
I Had a Little Hobby Horse, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, MA & 
CC , 4= 7, The rtm 11 occurs 9 times in such 1.rords 
as name and made. 
I Had a Little Ponx, Nursery Rhyme, EE, A, l{A & cc, 4-7, 
The 11m11 occurs 8 times in such word-s- as mile 
and him. 
I Took my Dolly, Unknown, HB, I, MA & CC, 4-7, The ttmn 
occurs b times in words like mate and more •. 
Kayak,The, Unknown, HB, I, MA_& cc, 9-11, The nmtt occur 
9 times 1 in words such as trim and me. 
Lamb,The, Blake,William, EH, F, MA & CC, 8-11, The nmn 
occurs 21 times in words like made and lamb. _ 
Little Turtle,The, Lindsay,Vachel, HB, B, MA & CC, 5-7, 
The llm 11 occurs 7 tifires in words like swam and 
minnow. 
Mary 1 s Lamb, Hale,Sarah J., EH, H, ~fA & cc, 4-8, The lfm 1 
occurs 13 times in words like lamb and Mary. _ 
Milking Time, Rossetti,Christina, EB, F, CC & MA, 5-7, 
The nmH occurs 7 times in 1.vords like milk, home, 
and timid. 
Miss T., De La Mare,Walter, HB, G, CC & MA, 5-7, The ttm 1 
occurs 11 times in such words as muffin. and jam .• 
Mister Carrot, Aldis,Dorothy, HB, D, CC & MA, 5-7; The 
ttm n occurs 5 times in such \vords as him and 
morning. 
Monday Morning, \ving,Helen, HB, H, MA & cc, 6-8, The Hmt 
occurs 6 times in words like arms and among. 
My Bed is a Eoat, Stevenson,~obert Lewis, HB, D, MA & C 
6-8, The 11m11 occurs l3 times in words like room -
and embark.-
My Pony, 11A11 , HB, I, CC & MA, 9-ll, The 11mtt occurs 17 
times in words like mouth, game and charming. 
My Shadow, Stevenson,~bert Lewis, EH, D, ~!A & cc, 8-10, 
The 11mn occurs 21 times in such words as jump, 
morning and sometimes. 
Pussy-cat Mole, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, ~ffi & cc, 5-8, The 
nmfl occurs 5 times in words like mole and jumpe 
( .. ; 
..._; 
II 
Snail, The., Cowper, William, RB, B, CC & MA., 8,...10, Th~ uin 
occurs ll times in words like harm and herin.±t" .• t; 
like. 
Sky,The, Roberts,Elizabeth Madox, HB, D, MA & ~c, S-lO, 
-· · · The Hmtt occurs 10.: times in words li1te t-ime., 
moved and seemed. 
Worm,The, Boberts,Elizabeth Madox, ·HE, D, MA &.cc, 9-11 
· The 11mu occurs 16 times in w0;r_ds like~:m~~~'. wo 
and b.i~S-elf. 
; ._c- .. 
::. ··' 
·:: 'f 
- f.it.l.;<. ·~-· 
£' } • -. ~ • -· 
THE ll B II SOUND 
. 
A Good Play, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, CC & AE, 7-
9, The 11b 11 occurs 7 times in \•rords like 
best, built, and billows. 
Alone, Farrar,John, HB, H, cc, 6-9, The nbu occurs 5 
times in words like rabbits.and beetles. 
A Lovely Bed, Haugsgen,Mattie Lee, HB, H, cc, 6-9, The 
ttb 11 occurs 5 times in words like. beds and 
bell. 
A Rabbit, Dav:les,l>iary Carolyn, HB, H, cc, 6-8, The 11b" 
occurs 3 times in a word like bounces •.. 
A Rock-a-bye· Song, Wing,Helen, EH, H, cc, 5-7, The 11b 11 
occurs 12 times out of 15 in the word rock 
a- bye. 
A Rule for Birds' Nesters, Unknown, EH, I, cc, 6-8, The 
11b 11 -occurs 3 out of 4 times in the word 
robin. · 
At Night, Payne,.Anne Blackwell, HB, I, cc, 7-9, The ubn 
occurs 6 times in words like bed, bear and 
behind. 
Balloon Man,The, Morton, HB, I, cc, 6-8, The 11b 11 occurs 
5 times in a word like balloon. _ 
Bathtub Bay, Riggs,Lenore, HB, I, cc, 7-9, The 11b 11 oc-
curs 7 times in a word like boat.. _ 
Bat,Bat, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, MA & cc, 5-7, The nbn 
occurs 4 times in words like bat and bake. 
Bingo, Un_'known, EH, I, cc, 6-8, The nb 11 occurs 6 times 
in words like bought and bingo. 
Bird,The, Allingham,William, EH, G, CC & I~, 6-8, The 
11b 11 occurs 14 times in words like bed and 
birdie. 
Blue Boy in London,The, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, CC & MA, 
The 11bt1 occurs 14 times in vrords like dob-
bin and buttercup. 
Bob White, Cooper,George, EH, H, cc, 7-9, The 11b 11 occur 
13 times in words like buckwheat and b.il-
lov.Js. 
Bobby Shaftoe, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, CC & MA, 3-6, The 
11b 11 occurs 9 times in vTOrds like buckles 
and back. 
Bye Baby Bunting, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, CC & MA, 3-6, 
The nb 11 occurs 6 times in words like baby 
and rabbit. 
Dance Little Baby, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, CC & ~~, 3-6, 
The 1lb 11 occurs 4 out of 6 times in the 
word .. baby. 
Deep in the \'foods, Shacklett,Mildred, HB, H, cc, 6-8, 
The 11b 11 occurs 7 times in words like bed 
and bough. 
Fairy Aeroplanes, Payne,Anne Blac~rell, HB, I, CC & I~, 
6-9, The nbn occurs 6 times in v.10rds like 
beautiful~and beds. 
Fairy Frolic, Rentoul,Annie R., HB, G, CC & ~~, 6-8, 
The 11b 11 occurs lO times in words like bub-
ble and sunbeam. 
Fairies, Fyleman,Rose, EH, G, AE & AA, 9-10, The llb 11 
occurs 10 times in words like beetles,-
bottom, and moonbeams. 
Farewell to the Farm, Stevenson,Robert t~wis, EH, D, 
MA & cc, 8-10, The 11b'1 occurs 8 out of 9 
times in the ·word ngood-bye 11 • 
Father's Birthday Cake, Jex,Ada Lorraine, HB, I, CC & 
MA, 6-9, The 11bu occurs 10 times in words 
like beats and birthday. 
First Snow~all,The, Lowell,James R.~ HB, H, 1~ & CC, 
9-10, The ttbn occurs b times in v.rords 
like busily and birds. 
Freight Boats, Tippett,James S., HB, E, MA & cc, 8-10, 
The ttbtt occurs 10 times in '\ifords like 
tobacco and boxes. 
Fun at the Beach, Wilkins,.Alice, HB, B, CC & MA, 8-11, 
The tlb 11 occurs 8 times in words like big 
and bu:J;'y. 
Gay Go Up, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, CC & MA, 4-6, The nbrt 
occurs 15 times out of 20 in the word · -
bells. 
Good Night, Taylor,Jane, EH, c, cc, 6-8, The Hb'' occurs 
10 times in words like bed and bitter. 
Happy World,The, Rands,William Brightly, EH, D, cc, 7-
10, The lfb 11 occurs 3 times in the word bee. 
Honey Bee, McCoy,C.Lindsay, HB, H, CC & NA, 6-8, The "br 
occurs 11 times in words like bee and body. 
Hot Cross Buns, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, CC & MA, 4-6, The 
11b n occurs 5 times in the l'mrd buns. 
Keeping Store, Butts,Mary F., HB, H, CC & MA, 6-8, The 
11b 11 occurs 5 times in the words like bags 
and buttons. 
Lady-bird, Southy,Cq.roline, HB, H, cc, 6-9, The 11bn oc-
curs 11 times in words like bees, cobweb 
and birds. 
Lady Bug, Me Coy, C. Lindsay'~· .JIB, H, CC, 6-9; The 11b 11 o a-
curs 4 times in the:.~i.vord bug. ~ _ 
Little Spring, UILl.mmvn, EH, I, cc, 7-9, The nbu occurs 
7 times in words like bed and bluebird. 
Lullaby, Rossetti,Christina, EH, F, AE & cc, 5-7, The 
0 btr occurs 13 times in words like birds, 
baby and lullaby. 
Lullaby,Lullaby, Bennett,William Cox, EH, F, cc, 5-7, 
The Hb 11 occurs 12 times in words like bees 
and bats. 
Meeting the Easter Bunng' Bennett,Rowena Bastin, EB, G, 
CC & MA, 6- , The 11b 11 occurs 10 times in 
words like bell, bonbon, and bob-tail • 
. Hoon,The, Herfprd,Oliver, HB, G, CC & MA, 6-8, The 11b 11 
occurs 10 times in words like big and nib~ 
bles. 
Mud Cakes, Shacklett,Mildred, HB, H, cc, 7-8, The nbn 
occurs 8 times in words like bake, board-an 
berry. 
11y Barrow, Fleming,Elizabeth, HB, I, cc, 6-8, The nbu 
occurs 11 times in words like bare and-rub-
bish. 
Nuts, Unknown, ~' I, CC, 6-8, The ttb~ 1 occhrs 6 times i 
words like ball and bump., 
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Oh Dear ~fuat Can the Matter Be?, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, 
MA & cc, 6-8, The .rtb 11 occurs.l6 times in 
words like bunch and.ribbon. 
Our Circus, Randall,Laura Lee, HB, I, CC & MA, 7-9, The 
11bu occurs 11 times in words like boy, ban 
and bareback. 
Pebbles, King,Edith, HB·, H, CC & MA, 6-8, The 11b 11 occurs 
9 times in words like bank and pebbles. 
Peddler 1 s Caravan,The, Rands,William Brightly, HB, D, G 
& M..~, 7-9, The 11bu occurs 12 times in word 
like book and nobody. 
Pirate Story, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, AE & AA, 8-
10, The rrbtt occurs 11 times in \'lords like 
basket and~harbor .• 
Rabbit,The, Durstan,Ge0rgia, HB, H, }4-A & cc, 6-8, The 
ttb 11 occurs 7 times in words like habit and 
nibbles. 
Rabbit,The, King,Edith, HB, H, MA & cc, 6-8, The 11btt oc-
curs 6 times in words like bunny and.bushes 
Robin, Payne,Aru~e Blackwel~, HB, I, MA & CC, 6-8, The 
nbu occurs 6 times in words like robin and 
about. 
~obin Redbreast, Allingham,William, EH, G, 9C, 6-9, The 
"bn occurs 20 times in vmrds like Robin 
and good-bye. 
Robin Hood, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, MA & cc, 6-9, The 11bn 
occurs 6 out of 7 times in the word Robin. 
Robin and Richard, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, MA & cc, 6-9, 
The r1b rt occurs 5 times in words such as 
bed, .bag and bottle. 
Rock-a-bye Baby, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, MA & cc, 3-5, Th 
nb11 occurs 9 times in such \'lords as bough 
and baby. 
Rubber Boots, Bennett,R6wena Bastin, HB, G, MA & CC, 7-
9, The 11b 11 occurs 22 times in words like 
boots, big and dabble. 
Secret,The, Un..lmown, HB, I, cc, 7-9, The nb" occurs 13 
times in words like robin and pird. 
Summer Wish, Farrar,John, HB, H, MA & co, 7-9, The 11b" 
occurs 5 times in words such as beat and~ 
bother. 
Three Things to Remember, Blake,William, EH, F, co, 6-9 
The 11bu occurs Y- times in words such as 
robin and cherub. 
What Does Little Birdie Say?, Tennyson,Alfred, ~' F, 
MA & co, 5-8, The nb 11 occurs. 15 times in 
words like bed ·~nd~birdie. 
·What Robin ~old, Cooper,George, HB, H, MA & cc, 8-10, 
· The 11b 11 occurs 15 tim~s in words such as 
bits,and robin. 
Winter-time, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, AE & MA, 8-
10, The 11bn occurs 9 times in words like 
a-bed and bathe. ·· 
' Winter Treats, Shacklett)Mildred, HB, H, cc, 8-10, The 
tip~· occurs~ times in such words like big, 
about., 
.-----
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Acorns, King,Edith, HB, H, MA & cc, 6-8, The nptr occurs 
9 times in a word such as put. 
A Fairy Song, Dillingham,Elizabeth T., EH, G, cc, 8-10, 
The 11p 11 occurs 7 times in words such as sleep 
and pillow. 
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A Fa.:;mner Went Trotting, Old :Rhyme, h-:B, A, cc, 5-7, The / 
11p II occurs 19 times in ·words such as bumpty, 
bump, bumpty. 
A Midsummer Song, Gilder,Richard W., EH, I, cc, 7-9, 
The 11p 11 occurs 12 times in the word Polly. 
' . 
Bed in Summer, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB~ D, AE & MA, 
The ttptt occurs 5 times in words like hopping 
and past. 
Bed-time, Hood,Thomas, EH, F, cc, 7-9, The "p 11 occurs· 
10 times in words like people and deep. 
~1nches of Grapes, Ramal,Walter, EH, I, AE & ~, 7-9, 
The 11p 11 occurs 5 times in words such as pale 
and grapes. 
Buttercups and Daisies, Howitt,Mary, EH, R, cc, 6-9, 
.. The up 11 occurs 13 times in such ~>mrds as poor, 
patient, and Mary-snowdrop. 
Cats 1 Tea-Party,The, Weatherly,Frederick E., EH, H, CC 
6-8, The rip 11 occurs ll times in words like put' 
sca~pered, and cups. 
Chorus, Rands,William Brightly, EH, I, cc, 7-9, The 11p 11 
occurs 10 times in such words as pie and she~p. 
Chorus o~ Wrogs,The, Hawkshawe,Ann, ER, H, MA & AA, 6-8, 
The up 11 2ccurs 12 times out of 15 in the word 
nyaup u. 
- ~ 
Clouds, Rossetti,Christina, EH, F, AE & NA, 5-7, The np 1 
occurs ~out of 5 times in the word sheep. 
Come, Let's to Bed, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, cc, 6-7, The 
nptt occurs lJ- times in vrords like pan and sup. 
Cupboard,The, De La Mare,Walter, AD, G, AE & ~ffi, 5-8, 
The 11p 11 occurs 6 times in a word like slippery. 
~~ . 
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Days of the \veek,The, Farrar,J.ohn, EH, H, cc, 5-7, The 
11p 11 occurs 9 times in -vrords like picntc, 
party, and puzzles. 
Deeds of Mndness, Unlmmm, E...li, I, cc, 6-8, The npt' oc-
curs 11 times in words like cup an~ dew-
drop. 
Duck,The, King,Edith, HB, H, CC & lvf.A, 6~8, The rrpn oc-
curs 7 times in words like pond asd-stump 
Fountain,The, Fyleman,Rose, HB, G, AE & MA, 7-10, The 
tlpn occurs 8 times in words such as path 
and jumpi.mg. 
Fun at the Beach, Wilkins,Alice, HB, B, CC & MA, 8-10, 
The 11p 11 occurs 6 times in words like top 
and pas~enger. 
Grasshopper Green, Anon., HB, I, cc, 6-8, The 11pn oc-
curs 9 times in words like chop and 
hoppity. 
HipPoPotamus,The, Durstan,Georgia R., HB, H, cc, 6-8, 
The rrp 11 occurs 10 times in \vords such as 
deep~ hippo, and purple. 
How the Leaves Came Down, Cooiliidge,Susan, EH, H, cc, 8-
10, The 11p 11 occurs 11 times in such v.rords 
as wrap and sleepy. 
I Had a Little Pony, Nursery Rhyme, EH, I, MA & cc, 4-7, 
The Hp 11 occurs lt times in words such as 
pony-and dapple. 
I Love Sixpence, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, cc, 1+-7, The 11pu 
occurs 17 times in words such as penny- . 
and sixpence. 
Jack and Jill, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, CC & MA, 4-7, The 
11p 11 occurs 5 times in words such as pail 
and paper. 
Jack-in-the-Pulpit, Holland,Rupert Sarg~nt, EH, H, CC & 
MA, 9-lO, The "pn occurs 14 times in words 
.such as keepimg, _stop, and chipmunk. 
Keeping Store, Butts~¥Mary F., HB, H, CC & MA, 6-8, The 
ttp 11 occurs 5 times in words liJ:ce pine and 
·purple • 
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Land of Cou.nterpane,The,) Stevenson,Robert Lewis, EH, D, 
AE & AA, 7-9, The 11pn occurs 8 times in 
words such as pillews and happy. 
LamPlighter,The, Stevenfron,Robert Lewis, EH, D, AE & AA 
9-11, The p 11 occurs 6 times in "\'lords like 
posting ana stops. 
Little Plant,The, Brown,Kate L., EH, H, cc, 6-8, The 
11p 11 occurs 5 times in words such as deep 
and creep. 
Little Robin Redbreast, Old Rhyme, HE, A, ~~ & cc, 6-8, 
The ifptt occurs 11 times in words like pus-
sy-cat.and chirped. 
Mix a Pancake, Rossetti,Christina, HE, F, AE & N~, The 
upn,occurs lt times out of 6 in the word 
pancake. 
My Gift, Rossetti,Christina, EH, F, AE & ~i~, 7-9, The 
11ptr occurs 3 times in words like poor and 
part. 
My Taxicab, Tippett,James S., HB, E, MA & CC, 6-8, The 
upu occurs 7 times in words like top and 
piles. 
Owl and the Pussycat,The, Lear,Edward, HE, A, ~~ & cc, 
The npn occurs 13 times in such -vmrds as 
pea-green and pig. 
Pebbles, King,Edith, HB, H, CC & MA., 6-8, The 11p 11 oc-
curs 10 times in words like sloping.and 
pebbles. 
Peter,Peter, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, MA & CC, 4-7, The lfpt 
occurs 7 times in words such as pumpkin 
and Peter. 
Piper and Drums, Holmes,Li1ian, HE, I, CC, 6-8, The "pn 
occurs 19 times in words such as patter-
and piping. 
Popcown Land, Kartack,Elsie, HE, I, CC & MA, 7-9, The 
np 11 occurs 11 times in words like pop and 
}lop. 
Popcorn Man,The, Osborne,Edith D., BB, I, CC & MA, 7-9, 
The npu occurs 6 times out of 13 in the 
word-pGpcorn. 
... 
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Pussycat Mole, Nursery Bhyme, EH, A', MA & cc, 5-8, The 
11p 11 occurs 7 times in worc1s like petticoa 
and poor. 
Rabbit,The, King,Edith, .HE, H, MA & CC, 6-8, The llpu 
occurs 6 times in words like pace aRd. 
sharp. 
Six Little Mice, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, CC & ~~, 4-7, 
The 11p H ON:cur s 6 time P in \.<TOl'ds like snip 
and passed. 
Swing Ship,The, Shacklett,Mildred, h~, H, CC & MA, 7-9, 
The "p 11 occurs 5 times in words such as 
patched and airship. 
Teapot Dragon, The, Holland,Rupert Sargent, EH, H, cc, 
6-9, The 11p 11 occurs 5 time-s in words such 
as teapot~and dipped. 
Trades, Lowell,_Amy, EH, H, CC & MA, 6-8, The 11p 11 occurs 
b times in such words as carpenter and 
pencil. 
Tugs, Tippett,James S., HB, E, MA & cc, 6-9, The 11p" oc 
curs 7 times in vmrds such as push and 
ship. 
Water Lily, Farrar,John, HE, H, CC & MA, 8-10,. The llptt 
occurs 9 times in such words as sleeping, 
ripples, and captain. 
When I Grow Up, Holland,Rupert Sargent, EH, H, cc, 6-9, 
The 11p 11 occurs 5 times in words such as 
pirates and upl 
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Animal Crackers, Morley,Christopher, HB, D, CC & MA, 8-
ll, The nw,wh 11 occurs 12 times in word 
like what and .. -vraff1 e s. 
At the Theater, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, CC & MA, 9-
ll, The rtw;wh 11 occurs 17 times in wprd 
like walls, wish, and which. 
Bundles, Farrar,John, HB, H, CC & MA, 6-9, The nw,whu 
occurs 7 times in words like wondering 
and whether. 
Cow,The, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, AE & MA, 5-9, 
The nw,wh 11 occurs 9 times in words sue 
as "rb.i te and wanders. 
Fairies,Tb.e, Allingb.am,William, HB, G, CC & MA, 8-10, 
The nt·r,wh 11 occurs 9 times in such word 
as wee and white. 
First Snowfall,The, Lowell,James R., HB, H, MA & cc, 8-
10, The ttw,wh 11 occurs 9 times in words 
such as b.igh1vay and v.rhi te. 
Fun at the Beach, Wilkins,Alice, HB, B, CC & MA, 8-11, 
The uw,whtt occurs 12 times in words 
such-as waves and work. 
Indian Children, Wynne,.Annette, HB, E, MA & cc, 8-10, 
The 11w,wh 11 occurs 10 times in such 
words as wigwam and walk. 
Islands, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, AE & AA, 7-11, The 
nw,whu occurs 12 times in words such a 
away and wooded. 
I Saw a Ship A-Sailing, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, cc, 6-9, 
The 11w,wh 1t occurs ll times in words 
like~white and when. 
Kayak,The, Unknown, HB, I, MA & cc, 9-11, The 11w,whtt oc-
curs 12 times in words such as wave an 
water. 
Kite Tales, Waldo,Rose, HB, H, MA & cc, 8-ll, The nw,wh' 
occurs 17 times in words like wish, a-
way, and windy. 
Little Wind, Greenaway,Kate, HB, c, MA & cc, 6-8, The 
nw,whn ·occurs 4- times in the word 
wind.~ 
My Garden, Weatherly,Frederick E., EH, H, cc, 7-9, The 
llv.r, wh tt occurs 12 times in words like 
wake,-watch, and away. 
Pirate Story, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, BB, D, AE & AA, 
8-9, The nw,1..-rhn occurs 12 times in 
words such. as ·winds and \'laves. 
Pussy Willowi, Bennett,Itowena Bastin, HB, G, JYIA & cc, 
7-9, The rrw,whu occurs 9 times in 
words like wee-and wind. 
Old ~bach Ebad,The, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, MA & AA, 
8-11, The llw,wh 11 occurs 9 times in 
words such~as wh.eel and winter. 
Rubber Boots, Bennett,Rovrena Bastin, HB, G, 11A & cc, 7-
. 9, The, 11i.v, vrh 11 , occurs 11 times in 
words like sidewalks and water. 
Shell Castles, Bennett,Howena Bastin, HB, G, MA & cc, 
7-9, The nw,-vrhu occurs .1.5 times in: 
words such as wee, seaweed, and whis-
per. 
Song o.f the Snowflakes, Wynne,Annette, HB, E, MA & cc, 
8-11, The 11w,whu occurs 18 times in 
words like -awake and white •. 
TelegraPh,The, V.Tynne,Annette, HB, E, CC & MA, 6-B, The 
11w,\vh 11 occurs 12 times in ·words like 
wires~and words. 
Tides, The, Tapper, T11omas, HB, H, MA & CC, 8-10, The 11w, 
wh 11 occurs 9 times in words like i.'la-
ters~and went •. 
Very LoVely, Fyleman,Rose, HB, G, AE & AA, 9-10, The 
Hw,whtt occurs 14- times in words such 
as went and window. 
vfuat Robin Told, Cooper,George, HB, H, MA & cc, 8-10, 
The 11w,vrhu occurs 12 times inwords 
.such-as wisp, way, and what. 
\~en We Went Gathering Cattails, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, 
D, AE & AA, 7-9, The 11w,whu occurs 5 
times in ·words like wings,-and went. 
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Whistles, Aldis,Dorothy, HE, D, AA & MA, 5-7, The "w,wh 
occurs 9 times in words like whistle 
and want. 
Wires,The, Wynne,Annette, HB) E, J:l11l.. & cc, 7-9, The uw, 
wh 11 occurs b times in words like wires 
and vmrds. 
Wonderful World,The, Rands,William Brightly, EH, D, cc, 
8-11, The 11w,wh 11 occurs 20 times in 
such words as walking, whisper, and 
whirls. 
Worm,The, Roberts,Elizabeth Madox, HB, D, MA & cc, 9-11 
The 11-w, 1..;h 11 occurs 25 times in words 
such~as wbile, wad, well, and wide. 
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A Modern Dragon, Bennett,Rowena Bastin, HB, G, CC & MA, 
6-8, The 'b.' occurs 6 times in vmrds 
like his and he. 
•, 
A Riddle, Fanshawe,'catherine t~faria, EH, A, cc, 8-10, 
The 'h' occurs 20 times in words such 
as hea~th, house, heard, and heart. 
Dandy Dandelion, Morley, Christopher, HB, D, GC &lMA, 8-
10, The 'h' occurs 15 times in words 
such as Raste and hair. 
Fairy Bread, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, EH, D, AE & AA, 5-
9, The 'h' occurs 5 times in words 
like hear-and here. 
Horses' of. the Sea,The, lftossetti,Christina, HB, F, AA & 
AE, The 1 h 1· occurs Lf- times in the \>rord / 
horses. A ~ 
Hot Weather, Aldis,Dorothy, HB, D, MA & AA, 5-8, The 
1h 1 occurs 9 times in words like hat 
anG. hair. 
I Like Little Pussy, Taylor,Jane, HB, c, CC,& MA, 6-8, 
The 'h' occurs 13 times in words like 
hui:jt·~a:rad harm •• 
Little Turtle,The, Lindsay,Vachel, HB, B, AA & AE, 5-7, 
The 'h' occurs ll times in the word he 
Meeting the Easter Bunny, Bennett,Rowena Bastin'- HB, G, 
CC & MA, 6-13, The 'h' occurs l~ times 
in words like house,-hue, and hippety-
hopped. 
Mister Carrot, Aldis,DorothyJ.. HB, D, AA & ff~, 6-8, The . 
'h r occurs ~ times in vmrds like hair 
and hear. 
fffy Shado\Ar, Stevenson,Robe_rt Levris_,, HB, D, MA & cc, 8-10, 
The 'h' occurs l~ times in such vmrds ---
as behind, heels, and how. 
Needle and Thread, Rossetti,Christina, HB, F, AE & AA, 
The 'h 1 occurs 6 times in 11rords;~,like 
head-a:~ad hangs. 
Poor Cock Robin,.EH, I, cc, 6-~, The 1ht occurs 26 times 
in words like his and Read. 
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When Hannibal Crossed the Alps, E~j.el®"Xl.,,Ele;a,i.\9,ri NJ;A., 
>'cG, 6-8 ;·'Tll.e ,· r h "· 0ecnrs 2l!J.}~~:wes· ·'in 
the wo J?ds Hai.l.lai 'b~1 ,_. his arid. ~o.;r's e§ • 
'' ·-;!'";~ •. 
I 
. ·' 
Worm, The, Roberts ,Eli.zq,lDetJa M_' aelox __,-._. 
The 'h' occurs l~ 
as hGme and him. 
HB ,: D, MA &>de,: <5).,..,_11 
times in:w.®J?([s· sue.fu.· 
- .· . . ~ -~ . ·.. . . . ~·~..,·· 
Zeppelin, The, 
·. '~ 
Bennett, Eew:ena . Bas tin, HB , G, U · & GC ~ 6,... 
8, The 'h' 0ccurs 9 times·in ~!P,;rds.li· 
has and ... him •. 
- ' 
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Airplane,The, Bennett,Rowena Bastin, HB, G, MA & cc, 8-
10, The 'n 1 occurs 27 times in vrords like 
nest, rain,. and town. 
Alas,Alack, De La Mare,Walte~, HB, G, AE & AA, 6-8, The 
'n' occurs 12 times in words like pan and 
moaned. 
Animal Crackers, Morley,Christopher, HB, D, MA & cc, 8-
ll, The 'n' occurs 29 times in words like 
insist, .Jaearly, dine and animals .• 
At the Theater, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, AA & CC, 9-
11, The 1n 1 occurs ~3 times in words like 
mountain 1 Right, moon, and curtain. 
II 
Best Game Fairies Play,The, Fyleman,flose, HB, G, AE & .. ":,_ 
AA, S-10, The 1n 1 occu~s 17 times in such 
words as milliGn~and nice. 
Boats, Bennett,Rowena Bastin, HB, G, MA & cc, 7-9, The 
'n' occurs 8 times in words liKe nose and 
behind. ··.~·· 
Brooms, Aldis,Dorothy, HB, D, AA & cc, 5-7, The 'n' oc-
curs 8 times in words like wind and Fain. 
Bundles, Farrar,~ohn,. HB, H, CC & MA, 6-9, The 'n'"· oc-
curs 13 times in words like funny 1 know, 
and limdone. 
Chairs, Wynne,Annette, HB, E, MA & CC, 8-10, The 'n~' oc 
curs 10. times in words like find and In-
dian. 
City Lights, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, M_~ & AE, 7-9, 
The 1n 1 occurs 17 times in vrords like 
shine and line. 
Dandy Dandelion, Morley,Christopher, HB, D, CC & MA, 8-
lO, The 1n' occurs 30 times in words such 
as sun, do.Jas, pansy, and night. 
ElePhant, The, \IJynne, Annette, IfB, ·E, MA & CC, 6-9, The 
1n 1 ·occurs ll times· in words like wooden, 
irGn, and gentle. 
First Snowfall,The, Lovrell,James R., HB, H, MA & cc, 8-
lO, The 1n 1 occurs 22 times in words like 
pine and-nGiseless. 
Foreign Children, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, EH, D, CC &. 
MA, 5-9, The 1n' occurs 27 times in 
p words such as-dine, seen, and land. 
Freight Boats, Tippett,James s., HB, E, MA & cc, 8-10, 
· The 'n' occurs·ll times in words such 
a·s co cGanu t s and thousand. 
Frogs at School, Cooper,George, HB, H, MA & cc, 6-9; 
The 'n' occurs 27 times in words such 
as clean and nobly. 
Good :light, Hugo,Victor, EH, F, CC & MA,, 6-8, The 'n'· 
occurs 4 times· in the -vrord night .. -
Hot Weather, Aldis,Dorothy, HB, D, Yill & AA, 5-8, The 'n 
occurs 8 times in words such as no--
body, ribbons, and panties. 
::.:M:.:::e:..:::e~t:.::i:::;n:~:.g~t~h;::;.;e::._.:E=a=· .::::S...:::t...:::e-=r~B;..::unn:::::;=::.L:-Y, Bennett, Rowena Bas tin, HB, G, 
- MA & CC, 6-8, The 1n 1 occurs 23 times 
in words like morn 1 bunnykin, and bon bon. 
Milking Time, Rossetti,Christina, HB, F, CC & MA, 5-7, 
The 'n' occurs 9 times in words like 
bunny and nose. 
M;x a Pancake, Bossetti,Christina, HB, F, AE & 1~~, 5-9, 
The 'n' occurs 4 times out of 7 in th€ 
word-pancake. 
My Shadovr, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, AE & AA, 8-lO, 
The 'n' occurs 26 times in words like 
india-~ubber ~nd morning. 
My Taxicab, Tippett,James s., HB, E, I~, CA, 6-8, The 
'n' occurs 7 times in a word like mon-
ey •. 
Night Will Never Stay, Farjeon,Eleanor, AD, B, AA & AE, 
7-9, The 'n' occurs 9 times in words 
li~e night and tune. 
Owl and the Pussycat, The 1. Lear, Edward, HB, E, MA & CC, 8-11, ~he 'n' occurs 29 times in wordE 
such as honey, nose, and moon. 
Pilgrims Came,The, Wynne,Aill~ette, HB, E, MA & cc, 8-lO, 
The 'n' occurs 16 times in words like 
new an<l fun. 
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Postman,The, Rossetti,Christina, HB, F, AE & AA, 5-9, 
The 'n' occurs ~ times in a word like 
postmar:1 •. 
FUssy \•lillows, Bennett,Rowena Bastin, HB, G, MA & cc, 
7-9, The 1n' occurs 19 times in words 
like branehes, note, and wonder. 
Rain, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, AE & MA, 5-9, The 
'n' occurs 9 times in words like rain 
and around. 
Rain in the City, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, AA & AE, 
7-11, The 1n 1 occues:: 9 times in words 
such as par:1e~and green. 
Singing, Stevenosn,Robert Le\tJ"is,.HB, D, MA & cc, 6-9, 
The 'n' occurs 15 times in words such 
as ~an-and nests. 
Sky,The, Roberts,Elizabeth Madox, HB, D, CC & MA, 8-10, 
The 'n' occurs 20 times in words such 
as again, ground, and never. 
Smells, 
/ 
~rley,Christopher, HB, D, MA & cc, 8-11, The 
tnt occurs 1~ times in words such as 
elean, rain, and Nannie. 
Swing,.The, Stevenson,Robert Levris, HB, D, AE & MA, 7-9, 
I • The tnt bccurs 23 times in words like 
can and brown. 
Sun 1 s Travels,The, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, AA & 
1~~, 7-9, The 1n 1 occurs 21 times in 
words such as-sun, night, and shining. 
Taxis, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, AE & MA, 7-9, The 'n' 
occurs 20 times in words like a~nue­
and moon. 
There Was a Young Lady, Morley,Christopher, HB, A, MA & 
AA, 9-11, The 1n 1 ocuurs 6 times in 
words like bollr:let and, don't. 
' 
Twinkle,Twinkle Little Star, illaylor,Jane, HB, c, CC & 
MA, 8-11, The 1n 1 occurs 2~ times in 
words like diamor:ld and night. 
Underground Rumbling, Tippett,James s., HB, E, :t1A &· cc, 
8-10, The 1n 1 occurs 9 times in words 
like under -aRd train., 
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Very Lovely, Fyleman,Bose, HB, G, AE & JL~, 9-lO, The 
'n' occurs 25 times in words such as 
:rain, window, and town •. 
What .HObin ~old,_ Cooper,George, HB, H,. MA & cc, 8-lO, 
The 1n 1 occurs 21 times in words like 
nests and sunbeams. 
When We Went Gathering Cattails, Field,Rachel Lyman, 
HB, D, AE & AA, 7-9, The 1n 1 occurs 8 
times in words like down an~ tiny. 
Wind,The, Rossetti,Christina, HB, F, AA & AE, 6-9, The 
'n' occurs 13 times in words like down 
an~ seen. 
Winter-time, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, AE & MA, 8-
10, The 1n 1 occurs 26 times in "\vords 
such as 9ones, nakedness, and reindeer 
'\Vires,The, \'Jynne,.Annette, HB, E, :M".-A. & CC, 7-9, The 'n'" 
occurs 7 times in words like wonde~ ~ 
and near. 
Whistles, Aldis,Borothy, HB, D, AA & MA, 5-7., The 'n r 
occurs 8 times in words like learn ~ 
and won't. 
Whistles, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, AA & MA, 8-10, The 
1n' occurs 10 times in words like land 
an~ near. 
Woodpecker,The, Bbberts,Elizabeth Madox, HB, D, MA & cg 
8-10, The 1n 1 occurs 19 times in words 
like rain,-thunder, and telephone. 
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Airplane,The, Benn.ett,Rowena Bastin, r.m, G, MA & cc, 8-
lo, The, 1 t 1 occurs 13 times in words such 
as mutte~s~and feet. 
At the Theater, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, MA & cc, 9--
11, The 1t 1 occurs 13 times in words such 
as bright,~tears, and mountain. 
Bed in Summer, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, AE & ~~, 
7-9, The, 1t 1 occurs Y times in words 
such as WiRter and feet. 
Boats, Bennett,Rowena :Bastin, HB, G, l.ffi & cc, 7-9, The 
't' occurs 8 times in words like tosses 
anG!. boat. 
Cars Go:. Fast, Wynne,.Armette, HB, E, IYL!i & cc, 6-8, The 
't 1 occurs 8 times in words like street 
anG!. tired. 
City Lights, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, MA & AE, 7-9, 
The 1 t 1 occurs 8 times in vmrds such as 
taper and .amount. 
Clock,The, Unknown, EH, I, cc, 5-7, The 1 t 1 occurs 12 
times in tick,tock, and timer 
Firefly, Roberts,Elizabeth Madox, HB, D, CC & MA, '1-9, 
The 't 1 occurs 8 times in words such as 
light and little. 
First ZeppelinBThe, Tippett,James s., HB, E, MA & cc, 
. -lo, The 1 t 1 occurs 5 times in such word 
as city and sunlignt. 
Frogs at School, Cooper,George, HB, H, MA & cc, 6-9, Th 
1 t 1 occurs 18 times in iifords like turn, 
seat, and little. 
Foreign Children, Stevenson,.Robert Lewis, HB, D, CC & id 
MA, 5-9, The 't' occurs 21 times in words 
such as turned,-Turk, and scarlet. 
Fountain,The, Fyleman,!tbse, HB, G, AE & NA ,7-'10, The 
't 1 occurs 10 times in words such as tune 
ana terrace. 
Green ~s,The~ Tippett,James s., HB, E, MA & cc, 5-7, 
The 't ,, occurs Lf- times in words like top 
and wait •. 
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Ice, Aldis,Dorothy, HB, D, AA & 14A, 6-8, The 1 t 1 occurs 
5 times in words like winter-aRd feet. 
Little Turtle,The, Lindsay,Vachel, HB, B, MA & cc, 5-7, 
The 't' occurs 11 times in words like 
mosqRito and turtle. · 
Little ~fuite Lily, Macdonald,George, EH, !' cc, 8-10, 
The 1 t 1 occurs 37 times ln such words 
as waiting, lifting, white, little, 
wet, and thirsty. · 
Meeting the Easter Bunny, Bennett,Rowena Bastin, HB, G, 
CC & MA, 6-8, The 1t' occurs 20 times 
in such words as bGb-tail, basket and 
toes. 
Mister Carrot, Aldis,Dorothy~ HB, D, CC & MA, 5-7, The 
't' occurs 6 times in such words as 
:t;eet and OUT. 
Miss T., De La Mare,Walter, EB, G, CC & MA, 5~7, The 't 
occurs 14- times in such words as turns 
· and button. 
My Bed is a Boat, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, MA & 
cc, 6-8, The 't' occurs 14 times in 
such words as-cGat, toy, and returns. 
Owl and the Pussycat!The, Lear·jlEdward, HB, A, CC & MA, 
9-1 , The 't' occurs 23 times in words 
such as guitar, note, sweet, and Tur-
key. 
Pussy Willows, Benr~ett2Rowena Bastin, EB, G, MA & cc, 7-9, The 't' occurs 11 times .in such 
words as tight and note. 
Rubber Boo~ Bennett,Rowena Bastin, HB, G, MA &.cc, 7-
9, The 1t 1 occurs 17 times in words 
such as-water, little, ~nd white. 
Sky,The, Roberts,Elizabeth Madox, HB, D, MA & cc, 8-10, 
. The 1 t' occurs 10 times in words like 
time-ruad bit • 
. , 
Sun's Travels,The, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, MA & 
AA, 7-9, T~e 't' occurs 10 times in 
words like night and put. 
Taxis, ·Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, AE & MA, 7-9, The 't' 
. occurs ?out of 12 times· in the word-
4-6 
taxis. 
There Was a Young Lady, Lear,Edwara, HB, A, AA & MA, 9-
11, The *t' occurs 7 times in such 
words as-UJatied and sat. 
Very Lovely, Fyleman,Rose, HB, G, AE & AA, 9-10, The •t 
occurs 12 times in words like tomorrGw 
and water. 
What Robin Tola, Cooper,George, HB, H, ~M & cc, 8-10, 
The 'tr occurs 12 times in such words 
as tGilid. and what. 
Worm,The, Roberts,Elizabeth Madox, HB, D, MA & cc, 9-ll 
The 1 t 1 occurs 17 times in such words 
as sGft, went, and tin. 
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A Fire, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, CC & MA, 8-10, The 
1 d 1 occurs ~ times in such words as wood and 
foGd. 
At the Seaside, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, CC & MA, 
5-7, The 1 d 1 occurs 7 times in words like dig 
and spade. -
At the Theater, Field,Rac~el Lyman, HB, D, CC & ~~, 9-
11, The 'd 1 occurs 15 _times in such words as 
sad, redde~, and door. 
Bed in Summer, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, AE & MA, 
7-9, The 'd' occurs 10 times in words like bed, 
bird, and-day. 
Bundles, Farrar,John, HB, H, CC & ~~, 6-9, The 1 d 1 oc-
curs 6 times in words like inside and ilndGne. 
Coral, Rossetti,Christina, HB, F, CC & MA, 8-ll, The 
1 d 1 occurs 5 times in such words as dig and 
grGund. 
Dandy Dandelion, Morley,Christopher, HB, D, MA & cc, 8-
10, The 'd' occurs 19 times in such words as 
dewdrop an~ spider. 
Differences, Fyleman,Rose, HB, G, CC & MA, 9-11, The 
1 d 1 occurs 10 times in words like a-riding and 
ha~d. 
Fairies,The, Allingham,William, HB, G, CC & MA, 8-10, 
The 1 d' occurs 10 times in words like red and 
daren 1t. 
Foreign Lands, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, AE & f.r1A, 
7-9, The 1 d 1 occurs 12 times in words like dine 
and gardeR.--
How the Kite Learned to Fly, Unknown, HB, I, CC & f.r1A, 
8-11, The 1d 1 occurs 25 times in words like 
down, nodded, and toward. 
I Like Little Pussy, Taylor,Jane, HB, c, CC & MA, 6-8, 
The ~d' occurs ll times in words like side and 
tread..~ 
Good Night, Hugo,Victor, EH, F, CC & l1A, 6-8, The 1 d 1 
· occurs 5 times in the word good •. 
4-8 
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Green Bus, The, Tippett,James S., HB, E, MA & cc, 5-7, 
The 1d 1 occurs 5 times in words like do-vm and 
'winding •. 
Growing in the Vale, Rossetti,Christina,. HB, F, MA & 
AA, 8-ll, The 1 d 1 occurs 6 tinj:es_ ·.:tn words like 
golden and Daff.ydown .. 
Indian Children, Wynnen,Annette, tiB, E, MA & cc, 8-lO, 
The 'd' occurs 9 times in words like land and 
rounGI.. ~ 
Islands, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, AE & AA, 7-ll, The; 
'd' occurs ll times in -vrords like land and day 
I Took lVly Dolly, Unknown, HB:; r, MA & cc' 4-7' The I d I 
· occurs ll times in words like dg~ly and wiRdy. 
My Bed is a Boat~ Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, MA & 
cc, 6-8, The 'd 1 occurs ll times in words like 
bed and board.. ~ 
My Dolly, Unknown, HB, I, MA & cc, 6-8, The 1d 1 occurs 
3 out of 6 times in :bhe word dolly.,~ ~ 
:My Pony, 11Att; HB, I, CC & MA, 9-ll, The 1 d 1 occurs 29 
times in words like good, head,~f:beld, and 
dignity. 
My Taxicab, Tippett,James S., HB, E, :tvrA & cc, 6-8, The 
1d' occurs ll times in words like day and door 
Old Coach Road,The, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, AA & MA, 
8-11, The 'd' occurs 8 times in words like 
road and heaFd. 
Old Ducky Quackere1, Richards,Laura, AD, D, AA & cc, 8~ 
10, The 'd' occurs 5 out of 8 times in the w 
word ducky .. 
OWl and the Pussycat,The, Lear,Edward, HB, A, CC & MA, 
8-ll, The 'd' occurs 19 times in words such as 
enCl. and woGd.-
Pilgrims Came', The, \'lynne, Annette, HB, E, MA & CC, 8-10, 
The 'd' occurs 14 times in such words as sad, 
old anGI. day. 
Pussy Willows, Bennett,Rowena Bastin, HB, G, }fA &.cc, 
7-9, The 1 d 1 occurs 11 times in words such as 
heard and~dG~qood. 
Sky,The, Roberts,Elizabeth Madox, HB,- D, CC & MA, 8-10, 
The 1d 1 occurs 10 times in words like tied and 
shadGw.-
Skyscrapers, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, AA & MA, 8-10, 
The 1 d 1 occurs 8 times in words such as wide 
and ti:r.ed. 
Swing,The, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, AE & }~, 7-9, 
The 1 d 1 occurs ll times in words such as wide 
and ga:~>den. 
Vegetables, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, AA & CC, 8-11, 
The 1 d 1 occurs 7 times in such words as ~ed an 
dark., -
Water Noises, Roberts,Elizabeth Madox, HB, D, CC & MA, 
8-11, The r d 1 occurs 10 times in -vmrds like be 
side and bird. 
Wl~at Robin Told, Cooper,George, HB, H, MA & cc, 8-10, 
The 1d 1 occurs 18 times in words like deep, 
gold 1 and build. 
Winter-time, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, AE & MA, 8~ 
10, The 1 d' occurs 18 times in words such as 
a-bed, dGo~, and cold. 
Wonderful World,The, Rands,William Brightly, EH, D, cc, 
8-ll, The 'd' occurs 19 times in words like 
dot, wide,-aRd round. 
Woodpecker,The, Roberts,E1izabeth Madox, HB, n, ~1A & cc, 
8-10, The 1 d r occurs ~)times in \vords like day 
and thunde~.-
Worm,The, Roberts,Elizabeth Madox, HB, D, MA & cc, 9-11, 
The 1 d 1 occurs 24·times in -such words as wide, 
dig,~m&de, and digging. 
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Acorns, King,Edith, HB, H, MA & cc, 6-~, The 1k 1 occurs 
13 times in wordslike come and egg-cups. 
Airplane,The, Wynne,Annette, HB, E, MA & cc, 8-lo, The 
rk 1 occurs ~ times out of 5 in the word like. 
Alas,Alack, De La Mare,Walter, HB, G, AE & AA, 6-8, The 
'kr occurs 8 times in such words as come and 
/' sank. 
Animal Crackers, Morley,Chri~topher, HB, D, MA & cc, 8-
11, The 1 k 1 occurs 1~ times in such vrords as 
cook and-cocoa. 
At the Seaside, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, AE & AA, 
5-9, The 1k 1 occurs 5 times in words like cup 
and came.- -
At the Theater, Field,Rachel Lyman, B~, D, AA & cc, 9-
11, The 1k 1 occurs 13 times in words like caves 
and curtaiB.. 
Cars Go Fast, Wynne,Annette, HB, E, M..t\ & cc, 6-8, The 
1k' occurs 5 times in words like cars and like. 
Caterpillar,The, Rossetti,Christina, HB, F, AE & AA, 5-
9, The 1k 1 occurs -~ times in words like take 
and caterpillar. 
Circus,The, Roberts,Elizabeth Madox, HB, D, CC & MA, 8-
11, The 1 k 1 _occurs 1~ times in words like monk 
ey and cart. 
Coral, Rossetti,Christina, HB, F, CC & MA, ~-11, The 
1k 1 occurs 3 times out of 5 in the word coral. 
Fairies,The, Allingham,William, HB, G, MA & cc, 8-10, 
The 1 k t occurs llt time.s in such words as cap 
and make. 
Freight ·Boats, Tippett,.Tames S., HB, E, MA & cc, 8-10, 
The 1 k 1 occurs 10 times in such words as carry 
and coffee. 
How the Kite Learned to Fly, Unknown, HB, I, CC & MA, 
8-11, The 1 k 1 occurs 9 times out of 13 in the 
word kite. 
I Saw a Ship A-Sailing, Nursery Rhyme, ~~, A, cc, 6-9, 
The 1 k' occurs 10 times in such words as duck 
and cabin. 
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I Took My Dolly, Unknown, HB, MA & cc, 4-7, The 'k' oc-
curs in such words as walk and took. 
Kalico Pie; Lear,Edward, AD, A, CC & AA, 8-10, The 'k 1 
occurs 40 times in such words as calico, came, 
and back •. 
Little Kittens,The, Follen,Eliza Lee, EH, H, cc, 6-9, 
The 'k' occurs 6 times in such words as cats 
and kittens • 
My Shadow, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, AE & AA, 8-10, 
The 'k' occurs 1~ times in words like coward 
and buttercup. 
Mix a Pancake, Rossetti,Christina~ HB, F, AE & AA, 5-9, 
The 'k' occurs 4 out of b times in the word 
pancake. 
Pussy-cat Mole, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, MA & cc, 5-8, The 
1 k 1 occurs 6 times in the words like coal and 
petticoat. 
Song of the Snowflakes, Wynne, Annette, HB, E, MA & CC, 
8-11, The 'k' occurs 9 times in words such as 
cover and stick. 
Trains, Tippett,James s., HB, E, MA & cc, 5-8, The 'k' 
occurs 6 times in such words as cars and car-
rying. 
Trucks, Tippett,James s., HB, E, MA & cc, 5-8, The 'k' 
occurs 6 times in the word trucks out of 7. -
Vegetables, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, AA & cc, 8-ll, 
The 1k 1 occurs 6 times in words like carrot 
and curled. 
1.Vater Noises, Roberts,Elizabeth Madox, HB; D, CC & MA, 
8-11, The 'k' occurs 15 times in such words as 
cow and drink. 
Winter:etime, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, AE & MA, 8.:.-
10, The 'k' occurs 15 times in such words as 
cold and-lake. 
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Circus,The,.Roberts,Elizabeth Madox, HB, D, CC & MA, 
8-ll, The 1g 1 occurs 10 times in such words 
as dog and~guess. 
IDifferences, Fylemnn,Rose, HE, G, CC & MA, 9-ll, The 
1g' occurs ll times in such words as go and 
goes. 
Farewell to the Farm, Stevensol;l,,_,Rob.ett Lewis; EH, D, MA &:cc, 8-10, The 1 g 1·o.ocurs 8 out of 12 
times in tl1e ward good-bye. 
·Frogs at School,.Cooper,George, HB, H, MA & cc, 6-9, 
The •·g' occurs 11 times in such. words as 
log and froggies. 
Good Night, Hugo,Victor, EH, F, CC & MA, 6-8, The 1 g 1 
occurs 4 out of 5 times in the word goGd. 
Tugs, Tippett,James S., HB, E, MA & cc, 6-9, The 'g 1 
occurs 4 out of 8 times in the word chug. 
THE 11 • NG tr SOUND 
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Farm Yard,The, Follen,Eliza Lee, EH, H, 11A & cc, 5-9, 
. The 'ng '· occurs 24- times in such words as 
crowingr babbling, sawing, churning, and 
neighing. 
First Zeppelin,The, Tippett,James s., HB, E, MA & cc, 
8-10, The 'ng 1 occurs 6 times in such word 
as song and sailing. 
Green Things Growing, Craik,Dinah M.M., EH, H, MA & cc, 
6-10, The 'ng' occurs 18 times in such 
words as showing and growing. 
Owl and the Pussycat,The, Lear,Edward, HB, A, CC & MA, 
9-11, The 'ng' occurs ll times in such 
words as charmimgly and ring. 
Singing, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, 11A & cc, 6-9, 
The 'ng' occurs 7 times in such words as 
sings and things. 
Wind,The, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, CC & MA, 6-9, 
The 'ng 1 occurs 16 times in such words as 
strongep and a-blowing. 
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Wishing, Allingham,William, RB, G, MA & cc, 8-10, The: 
1ng' occurs 10 times in such words as dancing 
and-wings. 
THE II J 11 SOUND 
A Motherrs Song, Rossetti,Christina, EH, F, l,1A & cc, 6-· 
-8, The 1 j 1 occurs 4- times in the 1.vord you. 
Bird, The, Allingham, William, EH, G, CC & MA, 6-8, The 
'j' occurs 8 times in such words as you and 
yet ... 
Chorus of Frogs,The, Hawkshawe,Ann, EH, H, ~1A & CC, 6-
8, The 1 j' occurs 12 times out of 1~ in the 
word 1yaup 1 • 
Come Little Leaves, Coop.er,George, EH, H, MA & cc, 7-9, 
The 1 j 1 occurs 8 times in such words as yellow 
and your. 
Dandelion, Conkling,Hilda, HB, G, CC & lfill, 8-10, The 
1 j 1 occurs 6 times in a vmrd .such as yellow. 
Fai~ies, Fyleman,Rose, EH, G, MA & CC, 8-10, The 'j' 
occurs 6 times in the word you. 
If You've Never, Fowler,Elsie M., EH, I, cc, 6-lo, The 
• 
1 j 1 occurs 5 out of 7 times in the word you've 
Jack Frost, Setoun,Gabriel, Etl, H, cc, 8-lo, The 'j' 
occurs 16 times mainly in the word you. - -
Lady Moon, Houghton,Lord, EH, H, cc, 8-10, The 1 j 1 oc-
curs 7 times in such a word as you., 
Moon l3·o Round and Yellow, Barr,Matthias, EH, D, CC & 
r.ffi, 8-10, The 1 j' occurs 7 times in such vrords 
as you and youJ? •.. 
Sugar Plum Tree,The, Field,Eugene, EH, B, CC & MA, 7-
1-u, The 'j 1 occurs 10 times in such words as 
you and ymar •. 
\IJind,The, Stevenson,Robert Lei.vis, HB, D, CC & :tYIA, 6-9, 
The 1 j 1 occurs 13 times in such words as young 
and you..,. 
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A Book, More,Hannah, EH, I, cc, 8-10, The 1v' occurs 9 
times in such words as alive and g~ave. 
A Mother 1 s Song, Rossetti,Christina'- EH, F, AE & cc, 5--
9, The 1V 1 occurs 5 out of 6 times in the word 
love .. 
Ferry Boats, Tippett,James S., HB, E, I~ & AA, 5-8, The 
1v' occurs 5 times in loJords like river and tra-
vel •. 
For Want of a, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, MA & cc, 5-8, The 
'v 1 occurs 6 times in the \vord of. 
I Had a Dove, Keats,John, EH, H, AA & cc, 5-8, The 1 v 1 
occurs 10 times in such words as live, grieve 1 
and dove. 
If You've Never, Fowler,Elsie-;M., EH, I, cc, 6-10, The: 
1 V 1 occurs 11 times in such words as never and 
yon 1ve. 
My Gift, Ros.setti,Christina, EH, ~F, AE & AA, 7-9, The 
1 v 1 occurs ~times in the word give. 
Silver, De La Mare,Walter, HB, G, AE & ~ffi, 8-10, The 
'v 1 occurs 12 times in such lvords as moveless 
and silver. 
Song of the Snowflakes, Wynne,Annette, HB, E, 1~ & cc, 
8-11, The 1V 1 occurs 9 times in such words as 
cover and ve~y. 
Trains, Tippett James s., HB, E, MA & cc, 6~10, The 'v' 
occurs B times in words like rivers and over. -
Thanks, Gale,Norman, EH, I, cc, 6-10, The 1V 1 occurs 8 
times in vrords like waving and vel vet. 
Verv Nearly, Scott-Hooper,Queenie, EH, I, cc, 8-10, The 
'v' occurs 9 times in words like above and very. 
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A Clock, Riddle, EH, A, cc, 6-8, The 'f' occurs 3 times 
in a word like face. 
A Fairy Song, Dillingham,Elizabeth T., EH, G, cc, 8-10, 
The 1 f 1 occurs 7 times in words like firefly 
and folk. 
A Fairy Voyage, UIL~own, EH, I, cc, 8-10, The 1 f 1 occurs 4 times in such words as leaf and fairy. 
Animal Store, Field,Rachel Lyman, EH, D, CC & AE, 7-11, 
The 1 f 1 occurs 6 times in such words as fast 
and be:fore. 
Bobby Shaftoe, Nursery Rhyme, Er.ti, A, cc, 6-8, The 1ft 
occurs 6 times in such words as fair and :fat. 
Birthdays, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, ~~ & cc, 5-7, The rfr 
occurs 7 times in such words as far and full. 
Child and the Fairies,The, Unknown, EH, I, CC, 8-10, The 
1f 1 occurs 9· times in such words as full and 
fellovrs. 
Duel,The, Field,Eugene, HB, B, CC & lliA, 9-11, The 1 f' 
occurs 8 times in words like fancy and half-
past. 
Elf and the tormouse,The, Herford,Olive, EH, G, CC & MA, 
6-8, The 1 f 1 occurs 7 times in words like safe 
and elf. . . 
1i'airies, Fyleman,Rose, EH, G, AE & AA:; 8-10, The Tft 
occurs 7 times in words like fan and fai~iss. 
Fairies, The.,, Allingham, William, HB, G, CC & MA, 8-10, 
The 'f' occurs ~ times in words like fear, 
featne~, and folk •. 
Fairy-Book,The, Hale,Norman, EH, H, cc, 7-9, The 1f 1 
occurs 10 times in such words as fine and suf-
fer. 
Fairy FrillY, Hoatson,Florence, EH, G, cc, 8-10, The 
1 f 1 occurs 9 times in such words as half and 
fine • 
. For Want of a, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, ¥~ & cc, 5-8, The 
1 f 1 occurs 5 times in the word for. 
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Hills,The, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, AE & AA, 8-ll, 
The 1 f 1 occurs 9 time-s: in words like fur and 
tufts.-
Jack and 1ill, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, CC & MA, 4-7, The 
1F 1 occurs 4 times in a word like fell. 
Life of a Fairy,The, Unkno\v.n, EH, I, cc, 8-10, The 1f 1 
.occurs 8 times in a word like fill 1 d. 
Oh Fair to See, Rossetti,Christina, EE, F, AA & AE, 6-
9, The 1 f 1 occurs 5 times in a word like 
leafy. - -
Postman,The, Rossetti,Christina, HB, F, AA & AE, 5-7, 
The 'f 1 occurs 4 times in a word like father 
Snail,The, Cowper,\villiam, HB, B, cc & :tviA, 7-9, The 'f 1 
occurs 10 times in such words as fall and- -
leaf. 
Sv;eet Dreams Form a Shadet Blake,vJilliam, EE, F, J1.1A & 
cc, 9-ll, The f 1 occurs 13 times in such 
words as form and infant. 
Thanksgiving, Munsterberg,Margaret, HB, I, CC & MA, 8-
ll, The 1f 1 occurs 7·times in a word like 
stuffing. . 
~hanksgiving ~ime, Unknown, EH, I; cc, 8-ll, The 1 f 1 oc 
curs 4 times in a word like fields. 
Water Lilies, Hemans,Felicia D., EH, H, cc, 9-ll, The 
1 f 1 occurs 7 times in a word like forest. 
We Thank Thee, Renwick,Mattie M., EH, I, cc, 7-10, The 
•f 1 occurs 10 times in words like food and 
~air. 
We Thank Thee, Unknown, :B."H, I, cc, 7-10, The 1 f 1 occurs 25 times in such words as for, fai~,-and fa-
ther-care. 
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Airplane,The, Wynne,Annette, HB, E, MA & cc, 8-10, The 
'1' occurs 4 out of 7 times in the vrord 
like. 
A Fire, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, CC & MA, 8-10, The 
1lt. occurs lt times in a word like lips. 
A Good Play, Stevenson,Bobert Levlis, HB, D, CC & AE, 7-
9, The '1 1 occurs 16 times in words like 
full, pillows, and le£t. 
Bed in Summer, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, AE & MA, 
· 7-9, The 11 1 occurs 7 times in a word 
like candle-light. 
Caterpillar,The, Rossetti,Christina, HB, F, AE & AA, 5-
9, The '1' occurs 6 times in a word like 
leaf. 
City Lights, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, MA & AE, 7-9, 
The r1 '· occurs 8 times in a word like 
·tallest. 
Cow,The, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, AE & MA, 5-9, 
The '1' occurs 11 times in a word like 
love. . 
Dandy Dandelion, Morley,Christopher, HB, D, MA & cc, 8-
10, The '1' occurs 18 times in words like 
leap and-smell. 
Elephant,The, Wynne,Annette, HB, E, MA & cc, 8-10, The 
'1 1 occurs 16 times in words like large 
anGl. mild. 
Escape at Bedtime, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, EH, D, AE & 
MA, 7-9, The 11 1 occurs 12 times in words 
like parlor aRd-millions. 
Firefly, Roberts,Elizabeth Madox, HB, D, CC & MA, 7-9, 
The '1'· occurs 7 times in a •Hord like lit 
First Snowfall,The, Lowell,James R., HB, H, MA & cc, 8-
10, The 11' occurs 12 times in a word 
like silenee. 
Foreign Children,_ Stevenson,Robert Lewis, EH, D, CC &_ 
MA, 5-9, The 'l' occurs 13 times in words 
like dwell anGl. ~egs. 
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Foreign J~nds, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, AE & N~, 
7-9, The '1' occurs 10 times in such 
words as alive and looking-glass. 
Freight Boats, Tippett,James s., HB, E, MA & cc, 8-10, 
The 1 1 1 occurs 11 times in I!TOrds like 
travel-and Brazil. 
Frogs at School, Cooper,George, HB, H, MA & cc, 6-8, 
The '1 1 occurs 20 times in words such as 
·rule, log, and leap. 
From a Railway Carriage, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, 
MA & CC~ 5-9, The '1' occurs 13 times in 
words l1ke hill and lumping. 
Good Night, Hugo,fictor, EH, F, CC & MA, 6-8, The 'ill.~ 
occurs 5 times in a word like light.- -
Grass,The, Dickinson,Emily, HB, H, cc, 6-9, The 11 1 oc-
curs 6 times in a word like lap. 
GTowing in the Vale, Rossetti,Christina, HB, F, MA & 
AA, 8-11, The '1' occurs 11 times in a 
word like chil,ly •. 
Hills, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, AE & AA, 9-11, The 
11 1 occurs 10 times in a word like loom. 
I Like Little Pussy, Taylor,Jane, HB, C,_ MA & CC, 6-8, 
The 11 1 occurs 9;- out of 1(6; times in the 
word-will. 
I'd Like to be a Lighthouse, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, 
MA &AE, 7-9, The '1' occurs 10 times in 
a word like lighthGuse. 
Islands, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, AE & AA, 7-11, The 
11 1 occurs 11 times in words like land 
and small. 
Lamplighter,The, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, EH, D, AE & 
MA, 9-11, The 11 1 occurs 18 times in word. 
like ladder, lucky, and child. 
Land of Counterpane,The, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, EH, AE 
& AA, 7-9, The '1' occurs 15 times in 
words like dril~ and pillows. 
Land of Story-Books,The, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, EH, D, 
AE & AA, 7-9, The '1' occurs 19 times in 
words like lamp, hills, and lay. 
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Little White Lily, Macdonald,George, EH, F, cc, 8-10, 
The 11 1 occurs 31 times in words such as 
coal, lily, and smells. 
Little ~ind, Greenaway,Kate, HB, c, CC & MA, 6-8, The 
11' occurs 5 times in a word like little. 
Meeting the Easter Bunny, Bennett,Rowena Bastin, HB, G, 
CC & MA, 6-8, The 11 1 occurs 11 times in 
a word ~ike bells.~ ~ 
Motor Cars, Bennett,Rowena Bastin, HB, G, CC & ~~, 5-8, 
The 'l' occurs 13 times in words such as 
crawl and look. 
My Shadow, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, AE & AA, 8-lO 
The 11 1 occurs 19 times in vrords like ··. 
lazy, Gall, and taller. 
~vl and the Pussycat,The, Lear,Edw~+d, HB, A, 11& & cc, 
8-10, The 11 1 occurs 2~ times in such w 
words as w~lling, love, and beautiful. 
Rubber .ioots, Bennett,Rowena Bastin, HB, G, MA & cc, 7-
9, The 'l' occurs 28 times in such words 
as traveling, April, and looked. 
Sea Shell,The, Lowell,Amy, HB, H, tffi & cc, 8-lo, The 
'l' occurs 10 times in words like·lost 
and \>Tell. 
Shell Castles, Bennett, Rm·rena Bastin, HB, G, CC & MA, 
7-9, The 11 1 occurs 23 times in words 
such as cGral, sails, and million. 
Silver, De La Mare,Walter, HB, G, AE &.MA, 8-10, The 
'1{ occurs 17 times in words like silver 
and. silently .. 
Snail,The, Cowper,William, HB, B, CC & MA, 7-9, The 'l' 
occurs 17 times in words like leaf, fails 
and dwells. 
Smells, Norley,Christopher, HB,D, MA & cc, 8-11, The 'l 
occurs 12 times in a word like listerine. 
Song of the Snowflakes, Wynne,Annette, HB, E, l~ & cc, 
8-11, The 'l' occurs 12 times in vmrds 
like small-and light. 
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There was an old man, Lear,Edward, HB, A, MA & cc, 6-8, 
The '1 1 occurs 5 times in a word like 
old •. , 
Trucks, Tippett,James s., HB, E, MA & cc, 5-8, The 11 1 
occurs 9 times in words such as stee1 A 
and lines. 
Tugs, Tippett,James s., HB, E, MA & cc, 6-9, The '1' 
occurs 6 times in a word like alone.-
Twinkle,Twinkle Little Star, Taylor,Jane, HB, c, cc, 8-
11, The '1' occurs 13 times in words 
such as.: 1ight and little. 
Vegetables, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, AA & cc, 8-11, 
The 11 1 occurs 7 times in words like 
curled-and lettuces." 
Very Lovely, Fyleman,Rose, HB, G, AE & MA, 9-10, The 
'1' occurs 16 times in words like hill, 
1ive, and sailing. 
~Tater Noises, Roberts, Elizabeth Madox, HB, D, MA & A.A., 
8-11, The 11 1 occurs 12 times in words 
like lost anQ myself. 
What Robin Told, Cooper,George, HB, H, MA & cc, 8-10, 
The 1 1 1 occurs 17 times in words such as 
build, leaves, and yellow. 
Whistles, Aldis,Dorothy, HB, D, AA & }ffi, 5-7, The '1' 
occurs ~ times in 7 in the word whist1es 
\llinter, Stevenson,Robert Le\vis, HB, D, MA & .AE, 7-9, 
The 1 1 1 occurs 15 times in words such as 
silver, pencil, and lake. 
Wind,The, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, CC & MA, 6-9, 
The '1' occurs 21 times in such words a~ 
ladies 1 loud, and cold. 
Woodpecker,The, Rob~rts,Elizabeth Madox, HB, D, MA & 
cc, 8-10, The 1 1 1 occurs 9 times in suet 
words as hole,-roll, and little. 
Zeppelin,The, Bennett,Rowena Bastin, HB, G, ~~ & cc, 
6-9, The 11 1 occurs 10 times in such 
words as tail and loves. 
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An ExPlanation of the Grasshopper, Lindsay,Vachel HB 
B, AA & 11A, 7-9, The 1 r' occurs 5 time~ 
in a vrord like raceho:r.se. 
At the Theater, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, cc & ~~, 9-
11, The 'r' occurs 18 times in words 
like rol1e~ and orange. 
Autumn Fires, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, AE & 11A, 
5-9, The 'r' occurs 11 times in words 
like red ana fire. 
Cars Go Fast, Wynne,Annette, HB, E, MA & cc, 6-8, The 
'r' occurs 7 times in words like run and 
:r.ide. 
Coral, Rossetti,Christina, HB, F, CC & MA, 8-11, The 
1 r
1 occurs 5 times in a word like red. 
Cow,The, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, AE & ~~, 5-9, 
The 'r' occurs 10 times in a word like 
red. ~ -
Differences, Fyleman,Hose, HB, G, MA & cc, 9-11, The 'r 
occurs 13 times in words like a-riding-
and rocks. 
Ferry Boats, Tippett,James s., HB, E, l>:IA & .AA., 5-8, The 
'r 1 occurs 8 times in a word like river. 
Foreign Lands, Stevenson,Hober·t Levlis, HB, D, AE & MA, 
7-9, The 'r' occurs 17 times in words 
like roads and river. 
From a Railway Carriage, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, 
CC & l1A, 5-9, The 'r' occurs 12 times in 
words like run and-rain. 
Hayloft,The, Stevenson,Rbbert Lewis, HB, D, MA & .AA, 7-
9, The 'r 1 occurs 11 times in a word 
like roam. 
Old Coach Road,The, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, AA & MA, 
S-11, The 1r 1 occurs 11 times in words 
like rumbled-and rut. 
Owl and the Pussycat,rrhe, Lear,Edward, HB, A, CC & MA, 
9-11, The 'r' occurs 1~ times in words 
like married-and ring. 
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Rain, Stevenson,Bo:bert Lewis, HB, D, AE & MA, 5-:1, The 
'r' occurs 5 times in a word like around 
Rainbow,The, Rossetti,Christina, HB, F, AE & AA, 5-~, 
The 1r 1 occurs 8 times in a word like 
road. -
River Bridge,The, Tippett,James s., HB, E, CC & MA, 5-
8, The 1 r 1 occurs 8 times in a word like 
raft. 
Shell Castles, Be11nett,Rowena Bastin, HB, G, CC & MA, 
7-9, The 1 r 1 occurs l~ times in words 
like roam and horses. 
Singing, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, MA & cc, 6-~, 
The 1r' occurs 6 times in a word like 
ropes. 
Sun's Travels,The, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, ~Ul & 
AA, 7-9, The 1 r 1 occurs 10 times in a 
word like rise •. 
SWing,The, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, AE & MA , 7-9 
The tr• occurs 8 times in a word like 
roof. ~ 
Telegraph,The, Wynne,Annette, HB, E, MA & cc, 7-9, The 
1 r 1 occurs lO times in a word like wires 
Underground Rumbling, Tippett,James S., HB, E, I~ & cc, 
8-10, The 1 r 1 occurs 6 times in a word 
like roaring. 
Vegetables, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, AA & cc, 8-11, 
The 1 r 1 occurs 7 times in a word like 
carrGt. 
What Robin Told, Cooper,George, HB, H, MA & cc, 8-10, 
The 1 r 1 occurs 13 times in such words as 
robins-and rarely. 
Wind,The, Stevenson,Bobert Lewis, HB, D, CC & MA, 6-9, 
The 'r 1 occurs 11 times in a word such 
as ar01and. 
Winter-time, Stevenson,Robert Lewis 1 HB, D, AE & MA, 8-lo, The 1r 1 occurs lb times in words 
like reindeer-sled and round. 
Wrens and Robins, Rossetti,Christina, HB, F, AE & ~IA, 
5-9, The 1r' occurs 9 times in a -vrord 
like wrens. -
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Animal Crackers, Morley,Christopher, HB, D, AA & cc, 6-
10, The '~' occurs 11 times in words 
like the~e-and that. 
Best Games Fairies Play,The, Fyleman,Rose, HB, G, AE & 
.AA, 8-10, The ''k' occurs 9 times in 
words like they and them. 
Evening Waterfall, Sandburg,Carl, EH, F, CC & AA, 6-9, 
The r~r occurs 7 times in a word like 
featlae~s. 
Ferry Boats, Tippett,James s., HB, E, MA & AA, 5-8, The 
''* 1 occurs 8 times in a vmrd like with 
Hayloft,The, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, BB, D, AE & MA, 5-
9, The 1 ~ 1 occurs 10 times in a !,•lOrd 
like th~se. 
Motor Cars, Bennett,Rowena Basti~, HB, G, CC & 14A, 5-8, 
The 1~ 1 occurs 12 times in such wordw. 
as with and they. 
Needle and Thread, Rossetti,Christina, HB, F, AE & AAt 
5-9, The '~' occurs 7 times in a word 
like withGut. 
Old Coach Road,The~ Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, AA & MA, 
8-11, The 1 ~1 occurs 9 times in a word 
like with •. - -
airate Story, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, AE & MA, 
5-9, The 1~1 occurs 10 times in words 
like weatlae~ and them. 
Pussy vlillows, Bennett,Rovrena Bastin, HB, G, MA & cc, 
6-9, The 1 -1s' occurs 11 times in a word 
like those.-
Rainbow,The, Rossetti,Christina, HB, F, AE & AA, 5-9, 
The 1~1 occurs 7 times in a '\•lOrd like 
there.~ 
Singing, Aldis,Dorothy, HB, D, AA & ~~, 6-8, The 1 ~ 1 oc-
curs 6 times in a word like theiF.- I 
Skyscrapers, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, AA & cc, 8-10, 
The 1 ~ occurs 8 times in a word like 
themselves. 
6lr . 
What Robin mold, Cooper,George, HB, H, 11A & CC, 8-lO, 
The '~' occurs 12 times in words like 
then-an.d their. 
Whistles, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, AA & NA, H~lo, The 
· 
1 ~ 1 occurs ll times in words such as 
t11.9m and their. 
THE 11 TH - .e u souND 
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Blue Pby in London,The, Rands,1tlilliam Brightly, EH, D, 
cc, 6-8, The 1 9 1 occurs 6 times in a 
-vmrd like think. 
Echoing Green,The, ~ake,William, EH, F, 11A & cc, 8-ll, 
The 1 9 1 occurs J+ times in a wo:rd like 
thrush.-
•' 
Green Things Growing, Craik,Dinah, EH) H, cc, 5-8, The 
' 9' occurs 7 out of ts times in the 
wo l!d things. 
Little Elfman,The, Bangs,Jobn Kendrick, EH, H, CC,.5-8, 
The 'e 1 occurs 2 times in the vmrd 
thro11..gt1. 
North Wind Doth Blow, The, Unkno1m, Eh, I, CC, 5-8,. The 
'9' occurs 4 times in a word like doth 
Pilgrims Came,The, Wynne,Annette, HB, E, 11! & cc, 8-lO, 
The 19 1 occurs 18 times in words like 
thought and think. 
Weather §igns, Unkno-vm, EH, r, CC, 6-B, The !f)f occurs 
4 times in a word like mouth..-
VJonderful World 2 The, Rands,William Brightly, EH, D, cc, 
. · 8~11, The 1 01 occurs 5 times in a word 
like earth.. -
.::Y:::::e.!::s:..::t:.-::e:;;:r~d:::::a::..z·Y~~'·-=··ih=-....::O~x::.:f:..::o::..:r;-:d:;:-..;S~t~r~e::-e=-t~, Fyleman,iase, EH, G, AE & 
AA, 8-10, ill.he 1tl;:f. occurs 20 times in 
the voiced and-URvoiced 1 th 1 • The 18 1 
occurs 4 times in the wo~d think. - -
' ~ ,. 
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All Around the Mulberry Bush, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, cc-, 
4-7, The 1 sh 1 occurs 8 out of 12 times 
in the wo~d bush. 
Charlie is my Darling, Hogg,James, EH,. I, cc, 6-9, The 
1 sh t occurs 9 times in the vrords wash, 
sho~e, and Chevalier •. 
Catkin, Riddle, EH, A, cc, 6-9, The 1 sh 1 occurs 5 times 
in the word she. 
Cats have come to TeaSThe~ Greenaway,Kate, EH, c, MA & 
cc, 6- , The 1 sh 1 occurs 9 times in a 
word like shoRld. 
Five Little Chickens, Unknown, EH, I, CC, 5-7, The 1 sh 1 
occurs 6 times in a word like sharp.-
I. Took my Dolly, Unknown, HB, I, MA & cc, 4-7, The 1 sh' 
o.ccurs 5 ti~es in the· word she,-
Little Boy Blue, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, CC & MA, 4-7, 
The 1 sh 1 occurs 3 times in a word like 
sheep. -
Little Bo Peep, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, CC & MA, 4-7, The 
'-sh 1 occurs 6 times in a word like sheep 
Little Spring, Unknown, EH, I, cc, 8-10, The 'sh 1 occur 
9. times in a word like pushes.-
Little White Lily, Macdonald,Goerge, EH, F, CC, 8-10, 
The 'sh' occurs 5 times in a word like 
suns kine.· 
Hy Shado\>r, Stevenson,Robert Le1>lis, h'"B, D, AE & AA, 8-10 
The 'sh 1 occurs 5 times in a word like 
shoots.-
Nature's Wash Day, Gode,Margaret, HB, H, CC & ~~, 7-9, 
The 1 sh' occurs 8 times in a vmrd like 
shine. 
Oh! Look at the Moon, Follen,Eliza Lee, HB, H, CC & ~-A, 
8-10, The 'sh 1 occurs 9 times in a word 
like: shaped. -
Old Mother Hubbard, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, MA & cc, lt-7, 
The 'sh' occurs 30 times in words like 
she and-dish. 
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Our House, Miller,Nellie B., HB, I, CC & MA, 6-9, The 
J.sh' occurs 7 times in a word like shut. 
Romance, Setoun,Gabriel, EH, H, MA & CC, 8-11, Th~ 'sh' 
occurs 7 times in a word like ship. -
Sea Shell,The,.Lowell,Amy, HB, H, MA & CC, 8-10, The 
1 sh' occurs 4 times out of 7 in the word 
shell. 
Shell Castles, Bennett,Rowena Bastin, HB, G, CC & MA, 
7-9, The 'sh' occurs 7 times in a word 
like fishes. -
Silver Sheep, Payne,Annie B., HB, I, MA & cc, 7-9, The 
'sh' occurs 4 times in a word like shep-
herd.· 
Song, Hood,Thomas, EB, F, cc, 6-9, The 'sh' occurs 5 
times in a word like wishing. 
There was a little girl, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, cc, 5-7, 
The 'sh' occurs 10 times in the word she 
They that wash, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, cc, 6-8, The 'sh' 
occurs 9 times in a word like shame.-
Water Lily, Farrar,John, HB, H, CC & MA, 8-10, The 'sh' 
occurs 7 times in a vmrd like shout.-
Wishing, Allingham,William, HB, G, CC & MA, 8-10, The 
1 sh' occurs 5 times in a word like moon-
shine. 
6? 
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Alas,Alack, De La Mare,Walter, HB, G, AE & AA, 6-8, 
The 1 z 1' occurs 7 times in a word like siz-
zling.-
Animal Crackers, Morley,Christopher, HB, D, AA & CCi 
6-10, The 'z 1 occurs ll times in ·words ike 
please and-ch.oose •. 
Bees' ~ong,The, De La Mare,Walter, EH, G, CC & AE, 6-8, 
The 1 z 1 occurs 23 times in words like ze-
bra,-rGzes, gozes, and zee. 
Bundles, Farrar,John, HB, H, CC & MA, 6-9, The 'z' oc-
curs 6 times in a word like things.- -
Dandy Dandelion, Morley,Christopher, HB, D, CC & IVJ.A, 
8-10, The 'z' occurs 15 times in words like 
flies and th9se. 
Elephant,The, Wynne,Annette, HB, E, MA & cc, 6-9, The 
'z' occurs 16 times in words like. clumsy 
and easily., 
From a Railway Carriage, Stevenson,Ilobert Lewis, HB, D, 
CC & MA, 5--9, The 1 z.' occurs 10 times in a 
.word like daisies.- -
Horses of the Sea,The, Rossetti,Christina, HB, F, AA & 
AE, 6-e, The 1 z 1 occurs~ times in the word 
horses. 
Meeting the Easter Bunng' Bennett,Rowena Bastin, HB, G, 
CC & MA, Er- , The 1 z 1 occurs 18 times in 
words like eggs and Rose. 
Milking Time, Rossetti,Christina, HB, F, CC & MA, 5-7, 
The 1 z 1 occurs Z· times in a -vmrd like bees. 
Rainbovr,The, Ilossetti,Christina, HB, F, AE & AA, 5-9, 
The 'z' occurs 8 times in a word like seas. 
Sunset, Alma-Tadema,Lmvrence, HB, D, M.A. & cc, 8-10, The 
1 z 1 occurs 7 times in a word like spices. 
Telegraph,The, Wynne,.Annette, HB, E, CC & MA, 6-8, The 
'z 1 occurs 10 times in words like snows 
anGI. deserts. 
Whole Duty of Children,The, Stevenson,Bobert Lewis, EH, 
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D, AE & AA, 5-9, The •zr occurs 5 times 
in a word like always~ ~ 
i;~Jind,The, _Rossetti,Christina, HB, F, AA & AE, 6-9, The 
1 z 1 occurs 7 times in a word like trees. 
Vegetables,_ Field,Rachel Lyman, liB, D, .A..!i. & cc, 8-10, 
The 1 z 1 occurs 6 times in a word like eyes 
Zeppelin,The, Bennett,Rowena Bastin, HB, G, MA & cc, 
6-8, The 'z' occurs 10 times in words like 
zeppelin ana breezes. 
Zigzag Boy and Girl,The, Unkno·wn, HB, I, MA & cc, 6-lo, 
The 'z 1 occurs 3 out of 8 times in the 
word ~zigzag •. 
THE 11 ·S II SOUND 
Airplane,The, Bennett,Rowena Bastin, HB, G, ~ffi & cc, 8-
10, The, 's' occurs 14 times in words like 
see and silags. 
Airplane,The,Wynne,Annette, HB, E, MA & cc, 8-10, The 
's' occurs 8 times in a word like sound. 
A Good Play, stevenson,Robert Lewis,HB, D, CC & AE, 7-9 
The 's 1 occurs 21 times in words like sof 
and nursery. 
A Modern Dragon, Bennett,Bowena Bastin, HB, G, CC & MA, 
6-8, The 's 1 occurs 6 times in a word 
lilce sends. -
P~imal Crackers, Morley,Christopher, HB, D, CC & MA, 8-
11, The 1 s 1 occurs 20 times in such words 
as insist and suppers. 
At the Seaside,_Steve:q.son,Rboert Le~>ris, HB, D, rot & cc, 5-7, The 1 s' occurs 5 times in a word like 
beside. 
At the Theater, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, CC & }~, 9-
ll, The 1 s 1 occurs 29 times in such words 
as sad, grass, lights, and sent. 
Autumn Fires, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, AE & MA, 
· 5-9, The 1s' occurs 7. times in a word like 
summer. 
Bed in Summer, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, AE & ~~, 
7~9, The 's' occurs 11 times in such words 
as seem and-dress. 
Best Game Fairles Play,The, Fyleman,nose,HB, G, AE & AA 
8-·11, The 1 s 1 occurs 11 times in a vmrd 
like heaps. -
Boats Sail. on the Rivers, Ro.ssetti,Christina, EH, F, AE 
· & MA, 5-9, The 's 1 occurs 8 times in a 
word like sail.- -
Circus,The, Roberts,Elizabeth Madox, HB,. D, CC & ~1A, 8-
10, The 's' occurs 23 times in such words 
as guess, Gircus, and somebody. 
City Lights, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, l1A &AE, 7-9, 
The 's' occurs 7 times in a word like end-
1 less •. -
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Cow, The, Stevenson, Robert Le-vri s, HE, D, AE & HA, 6-9, 
The 's' occurs 9 times in a word like pass 
Dandy Dandelft:on, Horley,Christopher, HB, D, MA & cc, 8-
lO, The, 's' occurs 22 times in such words 
as sets and. pass. 
Differences, Fyleman,Itose, HB, G, CC & lv:IA, 9-11, The 1 s 
occurs 13 times in such -vrords as a-sailiRg 
and knapsack. 
Dream of a Girl vfuo Lived at Seven Oaks,The, Rands,Will 
iam Brightly, EH, D, cc, 7-9, The 1 s 1 oc-
curs 13 times out of 23 times in tlae -\·mrd 
seven. 
Ferry fuats, Tippett,James S., HB, E, J:.iA & AA, 5-7, The 
's' occurs 9 times in a word like seagulls. 
First Zeppelin, The, Tippett,J·ames S., HB, E, l•iA & cc, 
e-10, The 's' occurs 9 times in a word 
like sunlight. 
Foreign Children, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, CC & 
1>1A, 5-9 , The 1 s 1 occurs 17 times in such 
words as seas-aJad nice. 
Foreign Lands, Stevenson,Robert Lewms, HB, D, }~ & AE, 
7-9, The 's' occurs 17 times in such words 
as ships,-sea, and places. 
Frogs at School, Cooper,George, HB, H, MA & cc, 6-9, 
The 's 1 occurs 18 times in such vmrds as 
nests and seat. 
From a Railway Carriage, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, 
I1& & cc, 5-9, The 's' occurs 12 times in 
such words as sights~and glimpse. 
Fountain,The, Fyleman,Rose, HB, H, cc, 7-9, The 1 s 1 oc-
curs 12 times in such words as saw and. sun 
Grass,The, Dickinson,Emily, HB, D, AE & AA, 9-11, The 
1 s' occurs 5 times in a -vmrd like simple • 
.l::Iills,The, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, AE & AA, 9-11, 
Tne 's' occurs 15 times in words like back 
and humps. 
Horses of the Sea,The, Rossetti,Christ:ina, HB, F, AE & 
MA, 6-8, The 1 s 1 occurs~ times in a word 
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like serve •. 
I Like Little Pussy, Taylor,Jane, HB, c, MA & cc, 6-8, 
The 1 s 1 occurs 15 times in words like 
thanks-and side. 
Miss T., De La Mare,Walter, fiB, G, CC & NA, 5-7, The 
's' occurs 5 times in a word like '~liss 1 
out of 16 times .. 
My Bed is a ±bat 1 Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HE, D, 1~ & 
cc, 6-8, The 1 s 1 occurs 23 times in words 
like nurse, see, and safe. 
My Shadow, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HE, D, AE & AA, 8-
10, The 's' occurs 26 times in words like 
close and shoots. 
Old Coach RoadSThe, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, MA & AA, 
-11, The •s• occurs 10 times in words 
like sun and-pass. 
OWl and the Pussycat,The, Lear,Edward, HE, A, MA & cc, 
~-10, The 's' occurs 15 times in such 
words like-danced and sell. 
Pilgrims Came,The, Wynne,Annette, HB, E, MA & cc, 8-lo, 
The 's' occurs 12 times in sucn words as 
across~and sailed. 
Rainbow,The, Rossetti,Christina, HE, F, AE & AA, ·5-9, 
The 's 1 occurs 8 times in a word like a-
cross .. ~ 
River Bridge,The, Tippett,James s., HE, E, CC & ~~, 5-
e, The, 's' occurs 22 times in words like 
boats, twisted," and sees. 
Sea Shell,The, Lowell,Arny,, HB, H, MA & CC, e-10, The 
1 s 1 occurs ~out of 16 times in the word 
sea. 
Shell Castles, Bennett,rtowena Bastin; HB, G, CC & 14A, 
7-~, The 1 s 1 occurs 37 times in words 
like sea,-castle, sings, and salty. 
Silver, De La Mare,'~'lalter, HE, G, AE & MA, ~-lo, The 
's' occurs 25 times in words like silver 
and silently. 
Singing, Aldis,Dorothy, B~, D, ~ffi & cc, 6-e, The 's' 
occurs 5 times in a word like grass. -
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Singing, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, MA & cc, 6--8, 
The 's' occurs 12 times in words like 
ropes,-sing, and nests. 
Swing,The, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, ~1.A & cc, 6-9, 
The 's' occurs 8 times in words like see 
and ~ountryside •. 
Tide,The, Wilson,Marjorie, EH, I, cc, 7-9, The 's' oc-
curs 15 times in words like seaweed-and 
sand. 
Trains, Tippett,James s., HB, E, MA & cc, 5-~, The 1 s 1 
occurs 15 times in words like darkness -
and passengers. 
Trucks, Tippett,James s., HB, E, MA & cc, 5-8, The 1 s 1 
occurs 11 times in words like signs aRd-
groceries. 
Very Lovely, Fyleman,Ro$e~~ HB, G, AE &_ AA, 9-lO, The 
's' occurs 10 times in a word like set. 
Water Noises,_ Roberts,Elizabeth Madox~ HB, MA & CC, 8--
11, The 's' occurs 10 times in a vmrd 
like rocks .. 
\mat Robin Told, Co~oper,Goer.ge, HB, H, MA & cc, 8-10, 
The 's' occurs 2~ times in words like 
see an<i moss ... 
\'llien We \Alent Gathering Cattails, Field, Rachel Lyman, 
HB, D, AE & AA, 7-9, The 's' occurs 6 
times in a word like secret. 
lflhistles, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D,. MA & AA, 5-7, The 
's 1 p~curs 13 times in a word like pass._ 
Wind, The_, Stevenson,Hobert Le1.vis, HB, D, CC & HA, 6-9, 
The 's' occurs 2~ times in words like 
sings, -song, and grass •. 
\Vinter-time, Stevenson,Robert Lm&Jis, HB, D, AE & MA, 8-
10, The 1s 1 occurs 15 times in words like 
sit, dress r and sun ... 
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THE 11 CH fl SOUND 
A Little Dutch Garden, Durbin,Harriet VJ •. , EH, H, M.A & 
CC, 8-11, The 1 chr occurs 10 t 
times in such wor~s like chubby 
and spinach. 
Birthdays, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, }1A & cc, 5-7, The 1 ch' 
occurs 7 times in the word child 
Charlie is my Darling, Hogg,James, EH, I, CC & MA, 6-8, 
The 1 ch 1 occurs 15 times in the 
word-Charlie. 
Chairs, Wynne,Annette, HB, E, }1A & cc, 8-10, The 'ch' 
occurs 3 times in a word like-
children., 
Child's Song in Spring, Nesbit,Edith, EH, F, MA & cc, 
8-10, The 'ch' occurs 6 times in 
a word like birch. 
Duel,The, Field,Eugene, HB, B, CC & ~~, 9-ll, The 'ch' 
occurs·lO times in such words as 
Dutch and Chinese. 
Five Little Chickens, Unknown, ~i, I, MA & CC, 5-7, The 
'ch' occurs 5 out of 7 times in 
the-word chicken. 
Jack-in-the-Pulpit, Holland,Rupert Sargent, EH, H, CC & 
MA, 9-11, The 'ch' occurs 9 time 
in such words as Ghipmunk and 
children •. 
Little Charlie Chipmunk, LeCron,Relen Crowles, HB, R, 
CC & MA, 6-9, The 'ch' occurs 7 
out of 12 times in-the word chat 
tered. 
Little Toy Land of tj;re; Dutch, Unknovm, EH, I, MA & CC; 
8-10, The 1 ch' occurs ~out of 7 
times in the word Dutch. 
Old Chairs to Mend, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, MA & cc, 5-9, 
The 1ch' occurs 6 times in a wor 
like-mueh. 
Other Children, Wing,Helen, HB, H, MA & cc, 8-11, The 
'ch 1 occurs ~ out of 5 times in 
the-word children •. 
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THE 11 ZH 11 SOUND 
As the World Turns, Swift,Jonathan, EH, I, I>iA & cc, 9-
11, The 1 zh' occurs in the words 
measure and-leisure. 
My Pony, ttAu·, HB, I, CC & MA, 9-11, The 1 zb. 1 occurs in 
the words leisurely and-pleasures. 
Snail,The, Cowper,William, HB, B, CC & MA, 8-10, The 
'zh' occurs in the words treasure 
and-displeasure. 
THE tt: DZ H SOIDID 
~ -
Infant Joy, Blake,William, EH, F, MA & CC 1 8-10, The 
'dz 1 occurs in the in~tial position 
6 times in the word joy. 
Jack and Jill, Nursery Rhyme, EH1 A, MA & cc, 5-7, The 
· 'dz' occurs o times in the words 
Jack and Jill. 
Jack Horner, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, MA & cc, 5-7, The 
1dz' occurs 5 times in the word 
Jack. 
Jenny Wren, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, CC & MA, l.r-7, The 1 dz 1 
occurs ~ out of 5 times in the WGrd 
Jenny. 
Johnny Shall Have a New Bonnet, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, 
CC & lviA, 4-7, The 1 dz 1 occurs 9 
times in the word Johnny. 
Jorridge and Porridge, Garnett,L.A., EH, I, MA & cc, ~-
7; The 'dz 1 occurs 3 times in the 
word JoJ7ridge. 
Little Jack Frost, Unknovm, HB, I, CC & MA, 8-10, The 
1 dz 1 occurs 7 times in the word 
Jack. 
Mathilda Jane, Carroll,Lewis, LP, A, 2-5, The 'dz' oc-
curs 6 times in a word like Jane. 
Ten Little Injuns, Unknown, EH, I, MA & CC, 5-8, The 
'dz 1 occurs 10 out of 11 times in 
the -vrord 1 injun 1 •. 
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THE 11 ei 11 SOUND 
Caterpillar, The, Rossetti, Christina, HB, F, AE & AA, 5-
9, The 'ei 1 occurs 3 times in a word 
like shady.-
First Zeppelin,The, Tippett,James S., HB, E, MA & cc, 
8-10, The 1 ei' occurs 7. times in a 
word like grey.. 
Green !Us,The, Tippett,James S., HB, E, MA & cc, 5-7, 
The 'ei' occurs 3 times in a \>lOrd like 
wait .. 
Growing in the Vale, Rossetti,Christina, HB, F, AA & 
MA, 8-11, The 1ei 1 occurs 4 times in 
a word like frail .. 
Indian Children, Wynne,Annette, HB, E, ~~ &:cc, 8-lO, 
The 1ei' occurs 6 times in a word lik 
place. -
Pilgrims Came,The, Wynne,.Annette, HB, E, MA & cc, 8-10', 
The 'ei' occurs 9 times in words such 
as way and sailed. 
Rainbow,The, Rossetti,Christina, HB, F, AE &:AA, 5-9, 
The 'ei 1 occurs 3 times in a word lik 
sail. 
Skyscrapers, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, AA & MA, 8-lO, 
The 1 ei 1 occurs 6 times in a word lik 
they .. 
THE tt ai tt SOUND 
A Happy Child, Greenaway,Kate, EH, c, MA & cc, 6-8, Th 
'ai' occurs 10 times in words like 
Ghild and bright. 
Airplane,The, Wynne,Annette, HB, E, MA & cc, 8-lO, The 
'ai' occurs 8 times in words like but 
ter:fly and like. 
Around the World, Gre ena\>ray, Kate, EH, C, MA & CC, 6-8, 
The 1 ai' occurs 5 times in a \>TOrd lik 
tiny .. 
City Lights, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, MA & AE, 7-9, 
The 1ai' occurs 2 out of 4 times in 
the -vmrG. line. 
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Green ~s,The, Tippett,James s., BB, E, MA & cc, 5-7, 
The 1 aT1 occurs If. times in a word like 
\vinding .. 
Good Night, Hugo,Victor, EH, F, cc & 11A, 6-8, The 1 ai' 
occurs 4 out of 7 times in the word-
night. 
I 1d Like to be a Lighthouse, Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, 
MA & AE, 7-9, The 'ai' occurs 12 times 
in words like white aBd night. 
Little Elfman,The, Bangs,John Kendrick, EH, H, cc, 5-8, 
The 'ai' occurs 6 times in a word like 
why.-
Needle and Thread, Rossetti,Christina, HB, F, AE & AA, 
5-9, The 'ai 1 occurs ~ times in a word 
like eye.-
Rain in the Citg' Field,Rachel Lyman, HB, D, AE & AA,_ 
-10, The 'ai 1 occurs 6 times in a word 
like giant. -
Song of the Snm·r.flakes, ~Tynne,Annette, HB, E, MA & cc, 
8-11, The 'ai' occurs 6 times in a word 
like sight.- . 
Sky,The, Roberts,Elizabeth Madox, HB, D, CC & :t--1A, 8-10., 
The 1 a I' occurs 5 times :L.n a word like 
tied •. 
Twinkle 2 T1,vinkle Little Star, Taylor,Jane, HB, c, MA &: 
cc, 8-11, The 1ai 1 occurs 13 times in 
words like high aBd light. 
Water Noises, Roberts,Elizabeth Madox, HB, D, CC & MA, 
8-11, The 1ai' occurs 9 times in words 
like mysel~ and flies. 
Woodpecker,The, Roberts,Elizabeth Madox, HB, D, I~ & CC 
8-10, The 1ai 1 occurs 4 times in a word 
like light:Jaing. 
Worm,The, Roberts,Elizabeth Madox, HB, D, MA ~ cc, 9-11 
The 'ai' occurs 13 times in words like 
wide-and. tried. 
Whistles, Aldis,Dorothy, HB, D, AA & ~1A, 5-7, The 'ai' 
occurs 6 times in a word like my. 
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THE II . E. II sOUND 
... 
Fairy Song_, Keats,John, EH, H, cc, 8-11, The 1E 1 occurs 5 out of 16 times in the wor~ shed.~ 
Snail, McCoy,C.Lindsay, HB, H, CC & MA, 6-9, The 1 E 1 oc 
curs 3 times in a word like never. 
To Mother Fairie, Cary,Alice,EH, G, cc, 8-10, The 1 E' 
occurs lt times in a word like gentle. - -
Walking, Glaubitz,Grace, B~, I, cc, 6-8, The 1E1 occurs 
6 times in a vmrd like steps. 
THE 11 ae 11 SOUND 
~ ' A~Little Frog, V.Tilkins,Alice, BB, B, cc, 6-8, The 'ae' 
occurs 2 times in a word like sat. 
A Rabbit~ Davies,Mary Carolyn, HB, H, cc, 6-8, The 'ae 1 
occurs 2 times in a word like rabbit. 
An Old Rat 1 s Tale, Nursery Rhyme, HB, A, MA & cc, 6-8, 
- The· 1 ae 1 occurs 2 out of 7 times in the 
word-rat. 
Little Robin Redbreast, Old Rhyme, HB, A, CC & MA, 6-8, 
The 1 ae 1 occurs 9 times in words like sat 
and pussy-cat. 
Telegraph,The, Wynne,Annette, HB, E, CC & MA, 6-8, The 
'ae' occurs 5 times in a word like pass. 
THE IL au 11 ' SOUND 
Blue bird, Conkling, Hilda, HJ? ;· ·cr., MA &: CC, 6-lO, The 'au 
occurs 2. out of 3 times in the word bough •. 
Growing in the Vale, Rossetti,Christina, HB, F, MA & 
cc, 8-11, The 1 au' oocurs 2 out of 5 times 
in the word Daf:fyG.o-vmdilly. 
There was an old Man, Lear,Edward, HB, A, HA & cc, 6-8, 
The 'au' occurs 2 out of 3 times in the 
word-cow •. 
Woodpecker,The, Roberts,Elizabeth Madox, F~, D, I~ & 
cc, 8-10, The 1 au 1 occurs 5 times in a 
word like house. -
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THE tt: ·rpr tt:. SOUND 
.-,· ~ 
An Oyster, Anon., LP, I, CC, 6-8\-c The' 'OP occurs 9> 
times in a word like oyster~ 
Crab and the Oyster,The_, Carroll,Lewis, LP, 2-5, The 
1 0I' occurs 15 times in a word like oyster. 
Infant .Joy, Blake,William, EH, F, MA & cc, 8-10, The 
10I 1 occurs 6 times in a word like joy. 
Little Boy Blue, Nursery Rhyme, E-B, A, CC &:MA, 4-7, Th 
1 DI 1 occurs 2 times in a word like boy. 
Little Toyland of the Dutch,The, Unknown, EH, I, cc, 8--
11, The 'OP occurs 3 times in the word toy. 
Looking For\-Vard, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, EH, D, AE & MA 5-7, The 1 0I 1 occurs 2 times in the words 
toys and ldoys. 
it.Jhat are little boys made of?., Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, AE 
& IlfA, 5--7, The 'OP occurs 3 times in the 
word boy~~ 
THE. n:: ou u:: SOUND 
~ 
First Zeppelin,The, Tippett,.James s., HE, E, MA & cc, 8 
10, The 1 ou' occurs 2 out of 3 times in the 
word over. -
Growing in the Vale, Rossetti,Christina, Bn, F, F~ & AA 
8-11, The 'ou' occurs 2:out of lt times in th 
1iford grovri:rag. ~ 
Over in the Meadow, Wadsworth,Olive A., EH, H, cc, 6-8, 
The 'ou' occurs 15 times in words like toad 
and Jaole. 
Owl and the Pussycat,The, Lear,Edward, HE, A, MA & cc, 
9-11, The 1 ou 1 occurs 10 times in words like 
boat, note 1 a:rad nose. 
Little Wind, Greenaway,Kate, HE, c, MA & cc, 6-8, The 
1 ou 1 occurs lt times in the vrord blow. 
Pussy-cat Mole, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, MA & cc, 5--8, The 
'ou 1 occurs 7 times in words like mole and 
petticoat. 
Little Wind, Farjeon,Eleanor, EH, B, MA & cc, 8-10, The 
1ou 1 occurs 5 times in a word like blowing. 
Telegraph,The, \1Tynne,Annette, HB, E, CC & MA, 6-8, The 
1 ou 1 occurs 7 times in a wod like go. 
Trains, Tippett,James s., HB, E, MA & cc, 5-8, The tout 
· occurs 6 out of 7 times in the word ove:r. -
Wires,The, Wynne,Annette, HB, E, MA & cc, 7-9, The 1 out 
occurs 3 times in a word like going. 
Woodpecker,The, Roberts,Elizabeth Madox, HB, D, ~~ & 
CC, 8-10, The 1·ou ,. occurs 6 times in a \'lord 
like poked. 
THE 11 ju w SOUND 
.An Explanation of the Grasshopper, Lindsay, Vachel, HB, 
B, AA & MA, 7-9, The 'ju r occurs 1 time in 
the word you. 
CTwl and the Pussyc&,t:,The, Lear,·Edward, HB, A, MA & cc, 
8-11, The 1 ju 1 occurs 11 times in a word 
like you. -
Postman,The, Taylor,Jane, HB, c, AE & AA, 5--9, The 1 ju' 
occurs 2 times in the words Lou and you. 
Twinkle,Twinkle Little Star, Taylor,Jane, HB, c, ~-A & 
CC, 8-11, The 1 ju 1 ··occurs 5 out of 7 times 
in the word you. ~ 
Ways of Traveling, Wilkins,Alice, HB, B, CC & MA, 6-8, 
The 'ju 1 occurs 3 out of 4 times in the 
"t.rord~you. 
THE u i n SOUND 
A Tea-Party,, Greenaway,Kate, EH, c, MA & cc, 7-9, The 
1 i 1 occurs 6 times in a word like tea. 
Cars Go·Fast, Wynne,Annette, HB, E, MA & cc, 6-8, The 
1it occurs 10. times in words like me and 
feet. 
Coral, Rossetti,Christina, HB, F, CC & MA, 8-11, The 
1 i 1 occurs 5 times in a word like sea. 
Elephant, The, \1ynne,Annette, HB, E, MA & CC, 6-9, The 
'i 1 occurs 6 times in a word like sees. 
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Ice, A:.ldis,Dorothy, HB, D, AA & cc, 6-8, The 1 i 1 occurs 
3 out of 5 times in a word l±ke cr~reet. 
Indian Children, Wynne,Annette, BB, E, ~~ & CC, 8-11, 
The 1 i 1 occurs 6 times in words like tree 
and steeple. 
Pilgrims Came,The, Wynne,Annette, HB, E, MA & cc, 8-10, 
The 1it occurs 6 times in words like sea and 
free .. ~ 
Sea Shell,The, Lowell,Amy, HB, H, MA & CC, 8-10, The 1 i 1 
occurs 9 times in words like sea, please, and 
green. 
Song of the Snowflakes, Wynne,Annett, HB, E, ~~ & cc, 8-
ll, The 1 i 1 occurs 13 times in words like 
tree and~see. 
Underground Rumbling, Tip:pett,James s., HB, E, MA & cc, 
ts-10, The tir occurs 6 times in a word like 
feet. 
Worm, The, Roberts,Elizabeth I'1adox, HB, D, MA & cc, 9-ll, 
The 1 i 1 occurs 1.5 times.in a word like piece. 
THE n I 11 SOUND 
A Tea Party, Greenaway,Kate, EH, c, MA & cc, 7-9, The 
1 I 1 occurs 10 times in words like picture 
and daisies,. 
Coral, Rossetti,Christina, HB, F, CC & MA, 8-ll, The tit 
occurs 5 times in a word like dig. 
Eirst Zepuwlin,The, Tippett,James s., HB, E, MA & cc, 
1 I 1 occurs 8 times in words like city and 
ship. 
- .: . ~~ .•. ~,; .. 
Growing in the Vale, Rossetti,Christina, HB, F, MA & AA, 
8-11, The 1 I 1 occurs 7 times in words like 
hilly and Ghilly. 
Land of Gounterpane,The) Stevenson,Hobert Lewis, HB, D, 
AE & AA, 7-9, The 1 I 1 occurs 19 times in 
words like sick and pillow-hill. 
Land of Story-B0oks, The, Stevenson, Robert Lewis, ?J3, D, 
AE & AA, 7-9, The 1 It occurs 19 times ln 
words like sit, fire1it, and solitudes. 
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Mix a Pancake:, Rossetti,Christina, HB, F, AE & MA, 5-9, 
The 1 It occurs 5 times in a word like mix. 
Pilgrims Came,The, Wynne,Annette, HB, E, MA & cc, 8-lO, 
The 1 I 1 occurs 2 times out of 9 in the word 
Thanksgiving. · 
Rainbow,The, Rossetti,Christina, HB, F, AE &:AA, 5-9, 
The 1 I 1 occurs. 5 times in a word like rivers 
Underground Rumbling, Tippett, James S"., .HB, E, MA &: CC, 
8-10, The ti' occurs 6 times in a word like 
shivering.~ 
\vorm,The, Roberts,Elizabeth :Madox, HB, D, MA & cc, 9-11 
The 'I' occurs 27 times in words like him-
self~and little. 
1-'lrens and Robins, Rossetti, Christina, HB, F, AE &· MA, 5-9, The 'I' occurs 2 out of lt times: in the 
word robin •.. 
THE.. tli" II! SOUND-
A Little Frog, Wilkins,.Alice, HB, B, cc, 6-8, The '"' 
occurs 2 times in the words sun and run. 
Crocus, The, Crane, Walter, EH, H, CC, 5-7, The 1 /\ 1 oc-· 
curs 3 times in a word like sunbeam.. -
Little Brown Bear, Wilkins,Alice, HB, B, cc, 6-8, The 
'"''occurs 3 times in a v.rord like 'yum'. 
Under the Sun, Beeching,Henry Charles, EH, E, cc, 6-8, 
The 1 1\~ oocnrs 3 times in the ·word sun. 
When You Send a Valentine, Hill,Mildred J., HB, I, cc, 
6-8, The 1 /\' occurs 4 out of 5 times in the 
word run.- -
THE tt;Q.. II:; SOUND 
A Little Dutch Garden, Durbin,Harriet W., EH, H, MA &: 
CC, 8-11, The ''O..' occurs 7 out of 9 times in 
the word gar deE. •. · 
Cars Go. Fast, Wynne,Annette, HB, E, MA & cc, 6-8, The 
'·Cl.1 occurs 3 out of lt times in the word cars 
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ElePhant,The, Wynne,.Annette, Iffi, E, MA & CC, 6-9, The 
· '~' occurs 5 times in words like barge and 
lda:r s. 
Fairy CarPets, Payne,Aane Blacbvell, EH, I, CC, 8-10, 
The '~' occurs 2 out of 3 times in the word 
carpets. 
Stars, Unknown, EH, I, cc, 6-8, The 1 ~' occurs 2 out of 
5 times in the word star.- -
Twinkle,Twinkle Little Star, Taylor,Jane, HB, c, MA, 8·:· 
11, The '·o...' ·occurs 2:. out of 7 times in the 
word sta~.-
TF..E 11 <: m 11:- SOUND 
Good Night and Good Morning, Houghton, Lord, EH, H, CC, 
6-9, The •u r: occurs 2 out of 4 times in the 
word could. -
Little Brown Bear, Wilkins,Alice, HB, B, cc, 6-8, The 
'u' occurs 3 times in the word 'woof'. 
A Pony, 11A 11 , HB, I, cc,&:MA, 9-ll, The· 1u 1 occurs 2 
~times in the word stoop. 
There's a Hole in the Fence, Dickinson,Dorothy, HB, H, 
cc, 6-8, The 'u' occurs 3 times in a word 
such as moonbeams. 
THE 11 u u SOUND 
~ -
Catkin, Unknown, EH, I, cc, 6-9, The 'u' occurs 3 times 
in the word pussy. 
C~od Night and Good Morning, Houghton,Lord, EH, H, cc, 
6-9, The 'v' occurs 11. times in words such 
as r9oks and good. 
Little Brown Baar, \tlilkins,.Alice, HB, B, cc, 6-8, The 
'v' occurs 2 times in the word good and wood 
My Pony, 11Au, HB, I, cc & lv.IA, 9-ll, The 'v" occurs 5 
-times in a word such as goose ... -
Poor Cock Robin, Nursery Rhyme, EH, A, cc, 6-8, The 'v'. 
·. occurs 15 times in words like v.rho and PuJ_l.-
PUssy Willows, Unknown, HB, I, cc, 7-9, The rvr occurs 
2 times in a word like woods. 
fJ5 
THE tt• ::> n: SOUND 
- ~ 
Ducks, Wilkins,Alice, HB, B, cc, 6-8, The '~' occurs 2 
out of 3 times in the word awkward.- -
Horses of the Sea, Rossetti,Christina, HB, F, AA & AE, 
6-8, The 1 -:> •· occurs lt times in the word horses. 
Infant Joy, Blake,William, EH, F, MA & cc, 8-10, The 
1 >' occurs 4 times in words like call and befall 
Pilgrims Came, The, vlynne,Annette, HB, E, MA & CC, 8-10, 
The 1 ~ 1 occurs 2 out of 4 times in the word 
thought. 
My Pony, trA", HB, I, CC & MA, 9-11, The • ., 1 occurs 5 
times in words like all-fours and-applause. 
Wind,The, Stevenson,Robert Lewis, HB, D, MA & cc, 6-9, 
The 1 >1 occurs 8 times in words such as saw and 
call. -
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SIMPLE SOUNDS FOR CHILDPt.EN 
It will be noted that many of the examples in-
eluded under the specific sounds may also be used in 
this sectiom. 
A Farmer Went Trotting, Old Rhyme, HB, A, cc, 5-7, 
Practice saying 'bumpty-bump-
bumpty. 
Bad Sir Brian Botany, Milne,A.A., MWY, AE & AA, 5-9, 
Practice saying ting-ling, rat-
' tat, sper-lash and sper-losh. 
Cat, Baruch,Dorothy W., AC, cc, 7-lO, Practice saying 
the cat 1 s 1 purrrr 1 which occurs 
6 times. 
Chorus of Frogs,The,:.raawkshawe,Ann, EH, cc, 6-8, Prac-
tice the frogs' 'yaup' which 
occurs 12 times.-
Clock,The, Unknown, EH, cc, 5-7, Practice saying the 
1 tick-tock 1 of the clock. 
Conversation, Robinson,Ann, Ac, cc, 7-10, Practice the 
1 heigh-o' of the robin; the 
!mi-eu 1 of the cat and the. 'yap 
~· yap! of the puppy. 
Corner-of-the-Stree1l, Milne,AA., :C.fVJY, AE & AA, 5-9, Prac 
tice the •tweet-tweet-tweet'. 
Cupboard,T~e, De La I~re,Walter, AD, G, AE & MA, 7-9, 
Practice the 'for me' which oc-
curs 6 times.-
Different Bicycles, Baruch,~orothy, AC, CC & MA, 7-lO, 
Practice the 1whizz' of the bi-
cycle and the 'a cnuck a chuck' 
Drummer,The, Robinson,Ann, AC, cc, 7-10, Practice say-
ing the 1rat-tat-tat 1 of the 
rabbit's-drum. 
Good-Morning, Sipe,Muriel, AC, CC & ~' 7-10, Practice 
the e~unds the animals make: 
quack of the duck; squeak of 
the mouse; bow-wow of the dog; 
cheep of the bird. 
. ' 
Ho:opi ty, 1-'Iilne ,A.A •. , MWY, AE & AA, 5-9, Practice the 
'hoppity-hoppity-hop' of Christopher Robin. 
~ 
Ice, Aldis,Dorothy, HB, D, MA & .AA, 6-8, Practice the 
1 crrreeet, crickle, crackle' of the feet 
Gn the ice. 
Laughing Song, Blake,William, AC, cc, 7-10, Practice 
·the 1ha-ha-ha 1 which occurs 2 times. 
Lavm~Mower, Baruch,Dorothy, AC, CC & MA, 7-lo, Practice 
the 1 Z\vuzz wissh 1 of the lawn-mower •. 
Meeting the Easter BunnyB Bennett,Ebwena Bastin, HB, G, 
CC & MA, 6- , The bunny's hippity-hopped 
away ~~d a-tipsy-toeing~may be practiced. 
My Zipper Suit, Allen,Marie L., AC, 7-10, Practice the 
lf zips of the zipper •. 
Finkle Purr, Milne,A.A •. , MNS, A.A & AE, 5-9, Practice 
saying the name of the kitten, Pinkle Purr. 
Roller ~kates, Farrar,~ohn, HE, H, cc, 6-8, Practice 
the purr, whirr and bang and whiz. 
The Silent ~nake 1 Anon., AD, CC, 6-8, Practice the 
words wheezles, sneezles, teazles, pleazle 
reazles and Phtheezles. 
Sounds of the Morning,The, Farjeon,Eleanor, AC, CC & AE, 
7-9, Practice clip pi ty-clop7 tv;ri tter, slop, 
clatter, chatter and tapping., 
Three Little Kittens, Follen,Eliza Lee, EH, H, cc, 5-7, 
Practice making the mee-ow and purr-r of 
the kittens. 
Tugs, Tippett,James s., HE, E, CC & MA, 6-8, Practice 
the chug, puff, chug of the tugs. 
Us Two, lYtllne,A.A •.. , MNS, AA g AE, 5-9, Practice the 
Pooh which .occur~s 27 times. 
Whisky Frisky, Unknown, EH, cc, 5-7, Pr~ctice the way 
the squirrel goes whisky, frisky; whirly, 
twirly and furly, curly •. 
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VI. SAMPLING OF POEMS ANALYZED ACCORDING TO 
THE ORDER IN ''ffiiCH SOUNDS ARE LEARNED 
I m r 
~iss-T., DE LA l~,WALTER 
It 1 s a very odd thing -
As old as can· be --
That whatever Yilss T. eats 
Turns into Miss T.; 
Porridge and apples, 
Mince,muffins and mutton, 
Jam,junket,jumbles -
Not a rap, not a button 
It matters; the·moment 
They 1 re out of her plate, 
Though shared by Miss Buthher 
And sour Mr. Bate, ~ 
Tiny and cheerful, 
And neat as can be, 
~fuatever Miss T. eats 
Turns into Miss T •. 
I b I 
v!Frei~ht Boats, TIPPETT,JAMES S. 
Boats that carry sugar 
And tobacco from Havana; 
Boats that carry cocoanuts 
And coffee from Brazil; 
Boats that carry cotton 
From the city of Savannah; 
Boats that carry anything 
From any place you will. 
Boats like boxes loaded do\~ 
With tons of sand and gravel; 
Boats with blocks of granite 
For a building on the hill; 
Boats that measure many thousand 
Lonesome miles of travel 
As they carry anything 
From any place you will. 
- 89 . .:.. 
J p ' 
J Pussy-cat Mole, NURSERY RHYME 
fussy-cat lrfo-le jumped over. a coal, 
And in her best petticoat. burnt. a great hole·. 
Poor PUssy's weeping, she 1ll have no more milk, 
Until-her best pettiGoat•s mended with silk. 
t w· r 
~~ittle Wind, GREENAWAY,ICATE 
Little Wind, blow on the hill top; 
Little Wind, blow. down the plain; 
Little Wind, blow up the sunshine; 
Little Wind, blow off the rain~ 
~: wh 1 
J Wtistles, ALDIS ,DOROTHY 
I want to learn to whistle. 
I've always wanted to. 
I .. fix my mouth to do it but 
The.whistle won•t come through. 
I think perhaps it 1 s stuck, and so 
I try it once again. 
Can people swallow whistles? 
Where is my whistle then? 
t h I 
The Little Turtle, LINDSAY,VACHEL 
There was a little turtle, 
He lived in a box. 
He swam in a puddle, 
He climbed on the rocks. 
He snapped at a mosquito, 
He snapped at a flea, 
He snapped at a minnow, 
He snapped at me. 
He caught the mosquito, 
He caught the flea, 
He caught the minnow, 
But he didn •t catch me • ....;.:.... 
r n 1 
) The Wind, ROSSETTI,CHRISTINA 
Who has seen the wind? 
Neither I nor you: 
But vrhen the leaves hang trembling, 
The wind is passing through. 
Who has seen the wind? 
Neither you nor I: 
But when §he trees bow down their heads, 
The wind is passing by. 
t t 1 
J The Clock, UN1(Nffi1N 
Tick,tock,tick,tock, 
Merrily sings the clock; 
rtrs time for work, 
Itts time for play, 
So~it sings throughout the day. 
Tick,tock,tick,tock, 
Merril~ sings the clock. 
r d t 
Dandy Dandelion, MORLEY,CHRISTOPHER 
When Dandy Dandelion wakes 
~nd comb~ his yellow hair, 
The ant his cup of dewdrop takes 
And sets his bed to air; 
The worm hides in a quilt of dirt 
To keep the thrush a-yray; 
The beetle dons his pansy shirt 
They know that it is day. 
The caterpillars haste to milk 
The cowslips in the grass; 
The spider in his vreb of silk, 
Looks out for flies that pass •. 
These humble people leap from bed 
They know the night is done:. 
9l 
~men Dandy spreads his golden head 
They think he is the Sun~ 
Dear Dandy truly does not smell 
As sweet as some bouquets; 
No florist gathers hin to sell, 
He withers in a vase; 
Yet in the grass he 1 s emperor, 
And lord of high renown; 
And grateful little folk adore 
His bright and shining crown~ 
T k J 
Water Noises, ROBERTS,ELIZABEillH MADOX 
When I am playing by myself, 
And all the. boys are lost around, 
Then l can hear the water go --
It makes a llttle talking sound. 
Along the rocks below the tree, 
I see it ripple up and wink; 
.And r can hear it saying on, 
11And do you think?. And do you think?.tt: 
~ ~ 
A bug shoots by that snaps and ticks, 
And a bird flies up beside the tree 
To go into the sky to sing. 
I hear it say, 11Kildee, Kildee. 11 
Or else a yellow cow comes dovr.n 
To splash a while and have a drink 
But when she goes I still can gear 
The water say, HAnd do you think? 11 
l g J 
Tugs, TIPPETT ,JAMES S •. 
Chug! Puff! Chug! 
Push, little tug. 
Push the great ship here 
Close to its pier. 
Chug! Puff! ChugJ 
Pull, strong tugr 
Drawing all alone 
Three boat-loads of stone. 
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Busy harbor tugs, 
~ike round water bugs, 
tlurry here and there, 
Working ever~rhere. 
t ng , 
The :Harm Yard, FOLLEN ,ELIZA LEE 
The cock is crowing, 
The cow is lowing, 
The ducks are quacking,-
The dogs are barking, 
The ass is braying, 
The horse is neighing; 
1fas there ever such a noise? 
The birds are singing, 
The bell is ringing, 
The pigs are squeaking, 
The barn door creaking, 
The brook is babbling, 
The geese are gabbling; 
Mercy on us, what a noise. 
The sheep are baa-ing, 
The boys are ha-ha-ing, 
The swallows twittering, 
The girls tittering, 
Father is calling, 
The cook is bawling; 
I'm nigh crazy with the noise. 
Nabby is churning, 
The grindstone's turning, 
John is sawing, 
Char:;Les hurrahing, 
Old ,Dobson's preaching, 
The peacock's screeching; 
Who can live in such a noise? .. 
l j I 
Moon, So Round and Yellow, BARR,MATTHIAS 
Moon, so round and yellow, 
Looking from on high, 
How I love to see you 
Shining in the sky. 
Oft and oft I \vonder, 
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When I see you there, 
How they get to light you, 
Hanging in the air. 
Where you go at morning, 
~fuen the night is past, 
And the sun is peeping 
O'er the hills at last. 
Sometimes I will catch you 
Slyly overhead, 
When you think I 1m sleeping 
Snugly in my bed. 
l v f 
J My Gift, ROSSETTI,CHRISTINA 
What can I give Him 
EO'or as I am; 
If I were- a.shepherd, 
I would give Him a Lamb. 
If I were a wise man, 
I would do my part. 
But \vhat can I give Him?.. 
I will give my heart. 
t: f f· 
Bobby Shaftoe, NURSERY RHYME 
Bobby Shaftoe's gone to sea, 
Silver buckles on his knee; 
\ 1fuen he com~s back, he 1 ll marry me, 
Bo1~y bobby Shaftee. 
Bobby Shaftoe 1 s fat and fair, 
Combing dovm ais YEllow hair; 
He 1 s my love evermair, 
Bonny Bobby Shaftoe. 
t l t 
I Love Little Pussy, TAYLOR,JANE 
I love little Pussy. 
Her coat is so warm, 
And if I don't hurt her, 
She'll do me no harm. 
So I'll not ptlil her tail, 
Or-drive her away, 
---------·---H·---. -----------
But Pussy and I. 
Very gently will play. 
She will sit b~ my side, 
And I'll give her her food, 
And she'll like me because 
I am gentle and good. 
I'll pat little Pussy, 
And then she will purr, 
And thus show her thanks 
For my kindness to her; 
I 1ll not pinch her ears, 
Nor tread on her paw.·, 
Lest I should provbka her 
To use her sharp claw; 
I never will vex her, 
Nor make her displeased, 
For Pussy can't bear 
To be worried or teased. 
, r • 
j Rain, STEVENSON,ROBERT LEWIS 
The rain is raining all amound 
It falls on field and tree, 
It falls on the umbrellas here, 
And on the ships at sea. 
t: th- Q I. 
/The Noruh-Wind Doth Blow, tmrr<NOWN 
The north wind doth blow, 
And we shall have snow, 
And what will poor Robin do then?. 
Poor thing .. 
He'll sit in a barn, 
An~ to keep himself warm, 
Will hide his head under his wing. 
Poor thing. 
t. th -~I 
)Ferry Bo~ts, TIPPETT,JAMES s. 
Over the river, 
Over the bay, 
Ferry-boats travel 
Every day •. 
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Most of the people 
Crowd to the side 
Just to enjoy 
Their ferry-boat ride. 
Watching the seagulls, 
Laughing with friends, 
I tm al~ovays sorry 
V.JJJ.en the ride ends •. 
r sh t 
Nature 1 s Wash Day, GUDE,MARGUERITE 
Mother Nature had a wash day 
And called upon the shovTers 
To bathe the dusty faces 
Of the little roadside flovJers. 
She scrubbed the grass green carpet 
Until it shone like new. 
She washed the faded dresses 
Of the oaks and maples, too. 
No shady nook or corner 
·Escaped her _searching eye, 
And then she sent the friendly sun 
To shine and make them dry." 
r z r 
The Zlgzag Boy and Girl, UNKNOvm 
I know a little zigzag boy, 
Who goes this way and that; 
He never knows just where he puts 
~s coat or shoes or hat. 
I know a little zigzag girl, 
~fuo flutters here and there; 
She never knows just where to find 
Her brush to fix her hair •. 
If you are not a zigzag child, 
You 1ll have no cause. to say 
That yoR forgot, for you will know 
Where things are put away. 
I S I 
The Grass,_ DICKIJ:-TSON,EJYliLY 
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II 
The grass so little has to ao, 
A sphere of simple green ·· 
With only butterflies to brood 
And bees to ehtertain. 
And stir all day to prett~ tunes; 
The breezes fetch along 
And hold the sunshine in its lap 
And bow to everything. 
I ch I 
Little Charlie Chipmunk, LeCRON,HELEN C. 
LittlB Charlie Chipmunk was a talker.. Mercy me. 
He chattered after breakfast and he chattered after tea •. 
He chattered to his father and he chattered to his mother. 
He chattered to his sister and he chattered to his brother. 
He chattered till his family was almost driven wild. 
Oh, little Charlie Chipmunk was a very tiresome child. 
t:· dz 1 
) Jack and Jill, NURSERY RHYME 
Jack and Jill went up the hill, 
To fetch a pail of water; 
Jack fell down and broke his crown 
And Jill came tumbling after. 
Up Jack got and home did trot 
As fast as he could caper, 
Dame Jill had the job, to. plaster his knob, 
With vinegar and bro\in paper. 
I ei ' 
The First Zeppelin, TIPPETT,JAM~S S. 
Over the city, 
Great ship of gr~Y,f 
Out of the east you came 
One golden day. 
Silvered by sunlight, 
Nosing along, 
Humming contehdedly 
Your sailing song. 
11Someday you'll travel, 0 
r~rn a long silver ship 
High over head. 11 
I·· art 
JJ Itd Lfke to be a. Lighthouse., F.IELrr,,RAcHEL L."Y!.'i1AN: 
I t:d like to be a lighthouse 
- All scrubbed and painted white •. 
T1:d like to be a lighthouse 
~ And stay awake all night 
To keep ~y eye on everything 
That sails my patch of sea; 
Itd like to be a lighthouse 
With the ships all watching me. 
I ajJ t;, 
)There~was an old Man, LEAR,EDWARD 
There vras an old man who-' said, ttHov.r 
Shall I flee from this horrible~cow? 
I will sit on $his. stile 
.And continue to smile, 
Which may soften the; heart of the cow. It 
t; :3 T. 1: 
Infant <toy, BL..~KE,WILLIAM 
T. ahve no name, 
I am but two days old. 
What shall I call thee? 
I happy am, 
Joy is my name -
Sweet joy pefall thee. 
Pretty joy. 
Sweet joy but two days old; 
Thou dost smile, 
r.: sing the ;.-rhil e, 
Sweet joy befall thee. 
It OU, t· 
jThe T~legraph, WYNNE,ANNETTE 
The wires spread far and wide, 
And cross through to;.vn and countryside, 
They· cross through deserts and throUgh snows, 
And pass the posts where no one goes. 
r: ju 1 
- -j The Postman,_ ROSSETTI,CHRISTINA 
Eight o'clock; 
The postman's knock~ 
Five letters for Papa; 
One for Lou, 
And none for you, 
And three for dear Mama. 
r: i r 
The Sea Shell, LOWELL,AMY 
Sea Shell, Sea Shell, 
Sing me a song, 0 please. 
A song of shipB and sailor-men; 
Of parrots and tropical trees. 
Of islands lost in the Spanish Main 
Which no man may see again, 
Of fishes and corals under the waves, 
And sea-horses stabled in great caves 
Sea Shell, Sea Shell, 
Sing of the things you know so well. 
Walking, GL~UBITZ,GRACE 
When Daddy 
Walks 
With Jean and me, 
vle have a 
Lot of fun 
rcause: vle can 1 t 
Walk as fast -
As he, 
Unless we~ 
Skip and 
Run •. 
I. stretch 
And stretch 
My legs so faj-, 
L nearly slip 
And fall --
But how. 
Does Daddy 
Take such steps?. 
He doesn't stretch 
At al+. -
' ae I 
Little Robin Redbreast, OLD RHYME 
Little Robin Redbreast sat upon a tree, 
Up went.pussy-cat, and down went he; 
Down went pussy-cat, and away Robin ran; 
Said little Robin Redbreast, ucatch me if you cantt. 
' 
Little Robin Redbreast jumped upon a wall, 
~ssy-cat jumped after him, and almost had a fall; 
Little Robin chirped and sang, and what did pussy say? 
Pussy-cat said naught but 1 Mev.r 1 and Robin fle\.<7 away •. 
I I I 
}Mix a Pancake, ROSSETTI, CHRISTll\fA 
I 
Mix a pancake, 
Stir a pancake, 
Pop it in the pan; 
Fry the pancake, 
Toss the pancake, -
Catch it if you can~ 
TA t· 
J Under the Stm, BEECHING, HENRY C .. 
Under the sun 
Therets nothing new; 
Poem or pun, 
Under the sun, 
Said Solomon 
And he said true. 
Under the sun 
There's nothing new. 
I~ T 
Cars Go Fast, WYNNE,ANNETTE 
Cars go fast along the street, 
They 1 re faster than the fastest feet, 
And people may ride at their ease 
To any little to1v.n they please. 
Cars go North, South, East, and West, 
( I wonder which way is the best. ) 
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\ 
On any street they choose to be 
Are people ·walking round like me. 
l u 1: 
} Little Brown Bear, WILKINS,ALICE 
Woof l Woof! Woof! 
Brown bear-~ Yumr 
Here is honey 
Come - eat some. 
I know you like it 
Because it's.good ~ 
Little brown bear, 
Living in the '\VOdd. 
)Catkin, UNKNOWN 
I have a little pussy, 
And her coat is.silver grey; 
She lives in a great wide meadow 
And she never runs avray. 
She always is a pussy, 
She 1ll never be a cat 
Because -- she 1 s a pussy willow •. 
Now what do you think of that. 
t ·;:J t 
jThe-Horses of the Sea, ROSSETTI,CHRISTINA 
The horses of the sea 
Rear a foaming crest; 
But the horses of the land 
Serve us the best. 
The horses of the land 
Munch corn and clover, 
While foaming sea-horses 
Toss and turn over. 
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VII. SUGGESTED PROCEDURE FOR USING DATA 
Eaton says: rtPoetry makes immortal all that is best 
1/ 
and most beautiful. 11- Children everywhere are familiar 
with Mother Goose and with the Nursery Rhymes. They are 
always happy to use or recite them. So it is in planning 
a speech lesson, the teacher may choose a poem to supple-
ment it. The poem may be used at any point in the lesson 
to reinforce it. For example, it may be used at the be-
ginning of the lesson as auditory stimulation or during 
the lesson as a type of drill or at the end to reinforce 
the lesson. 
Imagine that the teacher is planning a lesson center-
ed around the Hr 11 sound. She turns to the proper section 
in Chapter V. and chooses the poem, 11 Rain 11 by Robert Le1<ris 
Stevenson. She then proceeds to construct the lesson. At 
school the next day, she reads the poem HRain 11 to the class 
~ 
carefully pronouncing the 11rtt sou_"fld so that the .children 
are made aware of it. After read~ng the poem, the teacher 
may ask this question: ttWhat new sound did you hear in the 
poem?tt \'Jb.at sound have we learned that: is made almost like 
'' 
this one? (Answer tb: this question should be 'l 1 ). How do 
vle make the 11 1 sound? The class demonstrates positi'on of 
-y lo:c; cit. -- p .189 
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the 11 1 • Then the teacher has the class to make the 1 r 1 
sound. The class watc.hes as the teacher writes a group of 
words on the board for auditory discrimination as: race, 
lace; rack, lack; read, lead. Then the children tell what 
they noticed about the position of the tongue when they made 
the 1 r 1 words. They repeat the words again as the teacher 
watches closely and listens carefully. Finally, the teacher 
asks this que-stion:. n May I see the hands of those· boys and 
girls who would like to play a game using our new sound. 11 
The class responds favorably and the teacher gives direction 
for playing the game, ' See It, Say It, Do It. 1 
It is very important that the pupils be familiar with 
the poem before it is used for speech work. Therefore, they 
should be exposed to it in some classroom situation. tor 
example, the class may be making a scrapbook of poems as 
they hear them in the morning devotions or read them in a 
book or magazine. Only those would be chosen which satisfied 
the class standards. Only after the children have become 
exposed to it in a friendly way should a poem be used for 
speech work. 
A great many of the poems listed in this study appear 
under several sounds.. The .teacher will use her judgment in 
choosing the order of presentation. It may be that she will 
use it in the order of the most difficult· sound first with 
a challenge to the children to locate tne new sound or she 
may present the sound with which the class is experiencing 
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VIII.~- SUiv:W.JARY 
This writer has presented a collection of children's 
poems recommended as suitable for boys and girls in the: 
elementary grades. Those poems presented in this study 
seemed suitable for use in a program of speech improvement 
and speech correction. An analysis of the poems chosen is 
presented in Chapter V. 
Aside form the literary value of the poems, the crite-· 
ria for suitability were that the writers of the poems be 
recommended by at least two of the guides, that it should 
suit children between the ages of four and eleven, that it 
should bear repetition, and that it should be within the 
realm or experience of the American boy and girl. The wri-
ter used her o'vn subjective judgment as to the usefulness 
in an area of speech and teaching situations are necessary 
to discover the actual value of this study. The writer was 
also swayed by her tastes in the selection of some of the 
poems by unfamiliar poets, but it is hoped that her judgment 
was sound. 
The end result of the usefulness of this study will de-
pend largely on pupil needs and teacher ingenuity •. 
The writer has included in this study thirty-eight 
consonant and vowel sounds. The 'g', 1ng', tdz', and 'zh' 
sounds are not, in the writer's opinion, well represented, 
but it is hoped that others will uncover suitable poems for 
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IX. SUGGESTED RESEA..BCH 
1. An investigation of possible methods of using poems 
analyzed. 
2. A report on the usefulness of the poems in a teach-
ing situation. 
3. Furth~r canvassing of the field of children's poetry 
for material suitable for speech work with vowel sounds 
as the major emphasis. 
4. An investigation of possibilities of using phono-
graph records of poems in speech work in the elementar 
grades. 
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